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Oh so sweet
International Education
Week leaves students with
a sweet taste - SEE NEWS,A2

Running back rushes record 46 times
as Knights beat UTEP-s~Est>oRTs,As
MYTHS

Groupart .
show subject
of soon-tooe, stndentproduced
film, Florida

INSIDE
4

First
HIPAA
audits
,begin
Continuing Education
hosts medical 'Webinar'
LAUREN ERLICH
Staff Writer

LIANA COLE
StaffWrirer

Most creative people
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Fifteen wild turkeys walked into a N.Y.
town on Thanksgiving but left just in
time to avoid dinner.The turkeys arrived
Thursday morning and left again, in
singlefile,around 1 p.m.Suffolk County
police responded due to the traffic
hazard they created, but the officers
didn't have to intervene.The turkeys
have not been seen or heard from since.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

VOLUNTEER UCF SORTS
TOY DONATIONS FROM
ORLANDO COMMUNITY
Volunteer UCF will be participating in
a Toy Sorting with Children's Home
Society today from 1:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Volunteers will be separating toys into
various categories for the deserving
families and should meet in VAB.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

.,

FLORIDA CONSIDERS
ROAD LEASES TO
PRIVATE ENTITIES
Florida leaders, who are faced with a
$2.S billion budget shortfall over the
next two years, are considering
selling 50-year leases on some state
toll roads and bridges in exchange
for large slims of cash from private
investors.

think outside the bo:x:, but

From top:

for the Creativity Machine
crew, getting inside it
proved better.
The groUp art show, the
creativity Machine, w~
launched Nov.15 and show~
cased the filtn for which it

Students attend a group art show Nov.
15 in fllln majorThomaz Marconde$'
apartment in Wlnclmill Point The art
wiU be the set of Marcondes' film about
trying to trap creativity, tentatively
titled Florida.
Robert Fritz (left), a sophomore film
major, is first assistant director and also
an actor in the film.Andrew Ackennan,
asophomore film major,is the djrecto1
of photography."I pamtwith ijght,n
Adterman said.

was created.

Thomaz Martondes, a
sophomore film production
major. held the show in his
Wmdmill Point apartment
onAJafaya Trail
Marcondes turned his
creative vision into reality
with the completion of bis
Creativity Bo:g-. a major part
ofthe nlnl he's directing.
Toe tentative title of tlie
fil:in, which is set to begin
produ~on, is F'lorida. however Marco11c,\es said that
the film isn't about Florida_
It is about trapping somefuing that can't be trapped:
creativity.
Toe

film
begins with
the main character
discovering "creativity."
Instead of trying to learn
from it, he traps it in a box
and uses it to make money.
He sells entry to people
with the promise that it will
enhance their own creativity.
For the art show, all the
furniture inside Marcondes' apartment was cleared
out and replaced with a
large wooden bo:x: covered
in the work of various art
students. The box, known
as the Creativity Box, is

Jon Didier, ju11ior art major, used the
endosure of a broken, bottomless
fram~and drew inspiration from
surrealist artists, s,um as Salvador Dali,

to create the effuct of a canvas melting
into the wall.

Giancarlo Montatbano,junior graphic

design major,gave his aeation a

vintage; camivar feel, painting a sad
down face.
PHOTOS BY LIANA COLE I CEtffllAl FLORIDA FUTl)flll

characterized as a machine pieces in order for it to
that arouses creativity in come together as a whole,"
said Natalia da Silva, a sophanyone who steps inside it.
"This project is a collab- omore art history major.
At the art show in Marorative effort with the art
students, the [bachelor of condes' apartment, refreshfine arts] students, the film ments were served to the
students, theater students room full of guests, which
and hospitality students included fellow students
who helped organize the and a professor.
event," Marcondes said.
Dennis Ahearn, a drawThe artists didn't con- . ing
and
printmaking
. tribute their talent and time instructor, said he was
for a class credit though; excited to see his students
they did it because of their so motivated.
"It's good to see young
own creative drive.
· "Thomaz called me in to artists so enthused. getting
be the art director, so I had to know each other and takto get as many artists as ing themselves seriously;"
possible to come in here to Ahearn said.
From freshmen to sencreate their individual

NATION & WORLD, A4

UCF fans celebrate a
36-20 win over
UTEP on Saturday
at Bright House
Networks Stadium.
The win dinched a
Conference USA
East title for the
Knights, who will
hostthe C-USA
Championship
game, facing Tulsa,
this Saturday.
For students who
didn't enter the
lottery for a chance
to purchase a ticket,
a limited amount of
$10 (cash only)
tickets will be
available at the
Stadium's east
ticket office on a
first-come, firstserved basis today
through
Wednesday.

BROADWAY PRODUCERS
AND STAGEHANDS
RESUME TALKS
Striking stagehands and theater
producers agreed to return to the
bargaining table almost a week after
negotiations collapsed and kept most
of Broadway dark during the lucrative
Thanksgiving week.
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iors,
everyone who
contributed was a UCF
student, but their contrast
in heritage, sex, race and
artistic style gave each creation a distinctive touch.
"You would think that
art is just for you and the
experience is just for you,
but everything that we did
was a group effort," da Silva
said. "One artist would
come in and work, then
another artist would feed
off of that; it evolved.''

The Division of Continuing
Education at UCF presented a
Web seminar, or 'Webinar," for
medical professionals to help
them better understand the
changes in enforcement of the
Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act
Authorities have recently
stepped up the enforcement of
HIP.AA. the laws that govern how
doctors and medical professionals handle patient's medical
records.
"Every U.S. citizen and those
who reside here are affected by
HIP.AA." said Abner Weintraub,
the speaker at the Webinar and
president and chief executive
officer ofHIPAA Group Inc.
Everyone is affected by it, but
many find the laws difficult to
understand
Martin Malpica, assistant
director of Information Technol-Ogy- fer-the-YGFBivision-of Con"'
tinuing Education, said he hopes
that, through the Webinar, some
of the confusion surrounding
HIPAA was resolved.
"The HIPAA awareness is
increasing, and they're just starting to investigate organizations as
to whether ·they're meeting
HIPAA guidelines;' Malpica said
Malpica said that the Webinar
was offered as a complement to
the HIPAA training course that is
offered to new medical professionals by the Division of Continuing Education.
HIPAA governs the way medical information is handled by
doctors, nurses, receptionists,
technicians, medical students
and anyone who has authorized
contact with a patient's personal
information, regarding treatment,
payment and health-care operations.
All information generated in a
medical facility is called Protected Health Information. PHI is
specifically defined as "individually identifiable health information," Weintraub said. PHI is protected because anyone looking at
it would be able to identify whom
it is about.

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Boeing gives $3K for scholarship
STEPHANIE WILKEN
Staff Writer

Students in the College of
Business Administration will
have another scholarship
opportunity next year thanks
to The Boeing Company.
Boeing donated $3,000 that
will provide two $1,500 scholarships.
UCF alumna and Boeing
International President Laurette Koellner helped bring
the new scholarship to UCF.
"The Boeing Company is
pleased to demonstrate its
continuing commitment to
education through this investment in a scholarship to the
UCF College of Business
Administration," Koellner
stated in an e-mail. ·~ a UCF
CBA grad (77) and a member
of Dean Keon's Executive
Committee, I am proud to join

•

themanyUCF
grads at Boeing [Kennedy
Space Center]
and throughout the rest of
our company
in
making this
Koellner
donation."
College of
Business
Administration
Dean Thomas Keon said Boeing's donation will go a long
way.
·~y scholarship opportunity for students, I think, is
just a wonderful part of what
can help us retain and attract
top-level students into our
college," Keon said 'We love
when people are willing to
come forward and provide
money to support our students."
Keon said that the relationship between the college and

alumni helps present opportunities such as the Boeing
scholarship.
"Boeing is a very large,
international company, and
it's because of graduates of
UCF like Laurette that we
even get their attention," he
said. "The whole link between
finding successful graduates
and helping our current students is just so important to
UCF."
The scholarships in the
College of Business Administration are available each
spring for the following year,
Keon said. The students must
fill out a form to apply; and a
scholarship committee will
review the application.
The College of Business
Administration's
Dean's
Office Scholarships include 18
PLEASE SEE
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VUCF sorts toy donations
Volunteer UCF will be participating in a Toy Sorting with
the Children's Home Society
today from 1:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Volunteers will be separating toys into various categories
for the deserving families and
should meet in the VISual Arts
Building at 1:15 p.m. to carpool
For more information, contact
vucf_mentor@mail.uc£edu.
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CAB presents Ciara in concert

NEWSROOM

Campus Activities Board is
presenting Ciara in concert
Tuesday from 7 p.m. toll p.m. in
the New UCF Arena The concert will feature Fabolous as
well as an appearance by
Rukus.
Tickets are on sale for students for $5 and the general
public for $35. Students must
show a valid UCF student ID at
the time of purchase. Doors
open at 6:30 p.m. For more
information contact cabmusic@mail.uc£edu.
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Pre-Kwanzaa event Wednesday
The African American Student Union will host its first
Pre-Kwanzaa
Celebration
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Student Union's Pegasus Ballroom.
The event will reveal the history, tradition and principle of
the African cultural celebration.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Florida considers road leases to
private entities for big money
TAMPA - Florida leaders,
who are faced with a $2.5 billion
budget shortfall over the next
two years, are considering selling 50-year leases on some state
toll roads and bridges in
exchange for large sums of cash
from private investors.
In a preliminary study, Florida's Department of Transportation estimated a 50-year lease
on Tampa's Sunshine Skyway
Bridge could be worth $1.3 billion if investors were allowed to
set tolls at "market rates." The
study used the example of the
SunPass toll, which would double in the first, fourth and 10th
years of the deal, climbing from
75 cents to $5 within a decade
on the Skyway.
Florida would follow the
lead of other places including
Indiana, Chicago and San Francisco, which have made billions
from similar deals to sell road
leases to private entities. Florida's $8 billion-a-year road construction budget faces challenges such as declining
gasoline tax revenue and higher
materials costs.
Opponents worry Florida
drivers could get a raw deal
over the long-term because private investors would make big
profits from aggressive toll
hikes. And they fear privatization could hurt the poor.
A law passed this year
allows Florida to lease roads
operated by the Transportation
Department, but not by Florida
Turnpike Enterprise. The turnpike system's roads, including
the Veterans Expressway and
Suncoast Parkway, can't easily
be leased because they're all
part of a system that's tied
together financially.
That leaves four roads: Alligator Alley, the Sunshine Skyway in Tampa Bay, the Pinellas
Bayway and a state-owned
stretch of the BeachLine
Expressway (formerly the Bee
Line) in central Florida
But the upkeep costs of the
Tampa Bay area's toll bridges
would lower the price that
investors would be willing to
pay for them. Officials say Alligator Alley, the long, flat road
through the Everglades, could
be the most lucrative choice for
privatization.
Leasing Alligator Alley,
which runs between Naples and
Fort Lauderdale, could bring in
$500 million to $1.3 billion
depending on how high the toll
could rise - either to $6.75 or
$10 in the first decade.
For the Skyway, a more politically palatable deal would raise
tolls by 50 percent starting in
the first, fourth and 10th years,
rather than doubling it. In a
decade, Skyway drivers would
be paying $3.50 in cash or $2.50
•
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About 150 students and faculty gathered for the "Desserts of the World" informal reception on Nov. 14. The event was held as part of UCF's International Education Week 2007.

Event part of
Int'l Edu. Week

Brandon Bielich, Richard Bilbao,
Donah! Thomann, William Goss,
Whitney Hamrick, Mary Knowles, Jennifer
Larine, Lauren Paulauskas, Jeffrey Riley,
Zaileen Roach,Amanda K. Shapiro,
Robyn Sidersky, Jessica Sunday, Tara Young

Copy Editors
Jennifer Heimburg, Brian Murphy,
Jamie Salmasian, Megan Speer

Staff Photographers

REID TUCKER

Brian Bustos, Vanessa Ezeta,
Shanna Fortier, Jennifer Heimburg,
Rayma Jenkins, Ashley Koehler,
Amanda Moore, Tej Okun,
Nicole Stancel, Gregory Territo

Contributing Writer

About 150 students and faculty
sampled purplish, yucca-based kalamalay from the Philippines, creme
brulee from France, flan from
Venezuela, and date-based desserts
served with coffee from Saudi Arabia
in the Barbara Ymg Center on Nov. 14.
"Desserts of the World," as the
informal reception was called, left a
good mess, with little left over except
for some crumbs. That's just what the
organizers of UCF's International Education Week 2007 were counting on.
'1\ll the food went pretty fast," said
Daren Caine, an immigration advisErr
with UCF's International Student Ceuter, as she stacked the empty trays after
the event. "I'd call that a success."
The reception, which was the first
of its kind held at UCF, was only one
part of the 2007 International Education Week, which featured numerous
events during the week of Nov.12-16.
Some of the other events included
lectures from the former. first lady of
Egypt, Jehan Sadat, and a group of students from the African Maasai tribe
and other food-centered events, culminating in a traditional American
Thanksgiving dinner for multicultural
students on Nov. 16.
UCF's International Services Center and the Center for Multilingual
Multicultural Studies partnered to host
the activities of International Education Week.
The two organizations used events,
such as "Desserts of the World," to
showcase the services that they offer to
international and multilingual students
from the 42 countries represented in
the programs. Many of these students
return home only once a year and may
not have known anyone upon coming
to America, ISC Assistant Director
Rocky Blesso said.
"They get off a plane, and they say,
'What do I do now?"' he said. 'We try
to provide them with a wide range of
services."
Part of reaching this objective is
bringing domestic UCF students and
those from outside the U.S. together, he
said, as many multicultural
students tend to
stay
in

Editorial C.artoonist
Spain Fischer

Graphic Artists
Maya Borenstien, Cara Cooper,
Joseph Mangabat, Brad Walkover

•

Editorial Adviser
Abraham Aboraya
advlser@(entmlFJoridaFuture.com

Many countries, such as the Philippines, France, Venezuela, Saudi Arabia and America, were represented in the fprm
of desserts at the reception at the Barbara Ying Center. Attendees finished off every last bit of the menu of sweets.

homogenous gro-ups and therefore not
interact much with domestic students.
"We're trying to create a two-way
learning environment," Blesso said.
'We're trying to get the UCF community more involved in our events."
The trick to getting the UCF co~munity involved lies in getting more
students to show up at International
Education Week events in the first
place. Myrna Creasman, CMMS director of programming, said she thought
desserts might be a move in the right
direction. Blesso, another of the event's
primary organizers, had similar
thoughts.
"Desserts, we figured, would have a
good turnout," Blesso said, "and, sure
enough, it did."
The crowd of students and faculty
members in attendance seemed to
agree.
Slavica Malobabic, a second-year
graduate student pursuing a doctoral
degree in electrical engineering, said
she enjoyed the desserts she sampled
and the event in general, although she
did say she was disappointed that India
was not represented at the reception.
"I only picked up [the dishes] I
haven't tried before," she said, before
eating some Venezuelan rice pudding.
"It's awesome; everything is terrific."
Other students enjoyed the desserts
as well, as evidenced by the rate at
which the desserts disappeared from
their trays.
"I had no idea they could do that
much
with

~

-

biology major Ricky David, 21, said
Riyad Alamoudi, 27, is one of 70
intensive English students from Saudi
Arabia who are involved with CMMS.
Alamoudi, who came to America to
learn English through a program sponsored by the Saudi government, said
after he completes the intensive English program, he intends to attend UCF.
"I was told UCF had the best English [language program] in Florida," he
said "That's why I chose CMMS."
Alamoudi said he was glad that he
and other Saudi students got to share
their culture's desserts with others in
the UCF community. He said knowing
what foods exist in other cultures
demonstrates similarities across geographic and cultural lines.
Even the UCF faculty brought
desserts. Ayanna Beckles, an international admissions official with ISC,
brought what she called "magic cake."
Although not homemade, it was just as
popular.
"It was all gone, so I knew it was a
hit," she said, and laughed as she
explained how she did her part to represent the U.S. "I bought it; I didn't
make it, so that's pretty .A:merican."
By 4:30 p.m., an hour after the
reception began, almost all of the food
was gone, and the crowd thinned from
a storm of elbows and laughter to a few
sparse pockets of conversation, wl)ile
officials began the clean-up process.
"It's amazing," Blesso said as he
stacked trays and rolled up tablecloths.
"Everything was eaten."
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High:86°
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TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: Thirty percent chance of rain

SCATTERED T-STORMS

with a high near 86. South southeast
wind around 13 mph.
Tonight: Thirty percent chance of
rain with a high near 66. Southwest
wind around 6 mph.

Wednesday
PARTLY CLOUDY

High:82°
Low:60°
High: 81°
Low:§3°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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UCF students, faculty participate in fi]m festival
AMANDA ZIKE
Contributing Writer

,. r

UCF made a mark at the
second annual Orlando Film
Festival on Nov. 8 through
Nov.ll.
Three UCF-affiliated films
were selected for the 2007 festival held in downtown Orlando.
Various UCF faculty, students and alumni were
involved in each ftlm as either
director, producer or featured
actor. The ftlms were shown
at the CityArts Factory and
the Gallery at Avalon Island,
located off Orange Avenue
and Magnolia Avenue, respectively.
Who's Next was a 45minute documentary film discussing a theory about millennials, who are a generation of
people born after 1982.
Executive Producer Linda
Chapin, who is also the director of the Metropolitan Center
for Regional Studies at UCF,
said she got the idea for the
film after reading William
Strauss and Neil Howe's book
Generations: The History of
America's Future, 1584-2069,
which examines the theory of
the millennials.
Chapin had been working
with Lisa Mills, a ftlm and dig-

'We allowed [the millennials] to tell their own stories
through _ the documentary,"
Abdalla said.
Abdalla has been studying
millennials for a year now, and
was a student of Mills as an
undergraduate. She also copublished a book on the millennial generation called Millennial Manifesto.
The second ftlm was a 90minute documentary called
Lejos de la Isla, translated "Far
from the Island."
UCF English professor
Cecilia Rodriguez-Milanes
performed a poem during the
ftlm called the Cuban-American Manifesto, which was
used to transition between different scenes.
"[The] documentary is
about the Cuban exile experience covering several waves
of migration, including the
exodus of children through
Operation Pedro Pan, the
Freedom Flights and the
Mariel Boatlift," RodriguezMilanes said.
The Cuban-American documentary was directed by L.E.
Salas, a New Jersey native who
contacted Luis Martinez-Fernandez, a UCF history professor and native of Havana, and
Rodriguez-Milanes to help

ital media professor at UCF,
on a monthly public television
program called UCF Metro,
which ran for five years.
Chapin enlisted Mills to
direct the ftlm and help bring
the documentary to life.
"We're coming of age in
what many people believe will
be an increasingly difficult
time period," Mills saj.d.
With problems such as
global warming, terrorism and
bioethical issues increasing,
the documentary raises _the
question, "Is this generation
going to be able to deal with
these political, social and cultural issues in the future?"
"We present the Strauss
and Howe theories, but the
documentary allows the audience to decide," Mills said.
'We didn't come to any conclusion [at the end]."
The f tlm features interviews with Strauss and Howe
themselves, as well as interviews with different millennials from both ends ofthe spectrum. A majority of the
millennials involved with the
film are UCF students or
alumni.
One of these students is 26year-old graduate student
Abeer Abdalla, the associate
producer of the documentary.

The 45-minute
documentary film, Who'.s
Next, was filmed at
several Central Florida
locations, including UCF's
main campus during a
student orientation. The
documentary focuses on
theories surrounding a
generation of people born
after 1982, called
millennials. This UCFaffiliated film and two
others, Lejos de ta Isla and
The Karaoke King, were
showcased at the 2007
Orlando Film Festival on
Nov.8through Nov.11.
Many UCF students and
faculty were involved in
the producing and
shooting ofthe films.

with the film, according to
UCF News and Information.
"I believe [Salas] was
inspired by his father, who is a
Cuban exile," RodriguezMilanes said.
The only feature-length film
out of the three was called The
Karaoke King. It was directed
and produced by J.J. Ruscella, a
professor in the theater department. The ftlm featured about
30 UCF alumni and faculty
between the cast and crew,
including Donte Bonner, a UCF

graduate and actor who
appeared in Sydney White as
one of the seven dorks.
John Higgins, executive
producer and music supervisor for the film, said that he
and Ruscella had developed
the idea for the ftlm six years
ago. It was originally meant to
be a theater show, but they
eventually made it into a
movie, he said.
The ftlm is a comedy set in
a fictional town at a bar called
"Lil's," which is known as the

birthplace of karaoke. The
same regular of the bar is the
reigning "karaoke king" every
week, until one night when his
girlfriend of 14 years forces
him to choose between her
and his love for karaoke.
Ruscella and Bonner are
currently working on another
ftlm and plan to begin shooting
in December. It will be a short
ftlm about an affair between a
slave and the planta.tion
owner's daughter set in the
Civil War eril, Ruscella said.
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via SunPass. More price hikes
would follow in the next 40
years.
Rep. Gary Aubuchon, RCape Coral, co-sponsored the
legislation this year that
allowed the leasing toll roads.
It wouldn't make sense for
companies to raise tolls so
high that drivers would avoid
the roads, he said.

Saturday, 12/29
10am-2pm
Thursday, 1/03
1pm-5pm
or6pm-1 Opm
Saturday, 1/05
9am-1pm

Broward Sheriff's Office sergeant
stabbed, suspect on the loose
FORT LAUDERDALE A Broward Sheriff's Office
sergeant was stabbed in the
stomach Sunday, and authorities were searching for the
suspect.
Sgt. Lisa Disavino, 29, was
released from a hospital Sunday, hours after she was
attacked while checking out a
suspicious man who was
standing near a bus stop in
the Broward County suburb
of Tamarac, sheriff's spokeswoman Keyla Concepcion
said.
Sheriff's office dispatchers
received a call at 2:12 a.m.
Sunday from Disavino, who
said she had been stabbed in
the stomach, Concepcion
said
Authorities went to the
scene and Disavino was
transported to Broward General Hospital in good condition, Concepcion said.
Law enforcement officers
were searching for a suspect
said to be wearing a green
Miami Dolphins jersey with
the number 99. The man likely fled on foot and was considered dangerous, Concepcion said
.- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Some colleges may expand in
response to applicant numbers
Admissions deans have
perfected the wistful tone of
regret. In rejection letters,
they talk of wrestling with
"difficult decisions" and having "so many more qualified
applicants than space." Harvard University's dean of
undergraduate
admission
wrote last year that he wished
"it were possible for us to
admit more of our fine applicants."
To the rejected, those
words often ring hollow. After
all, the student remains
excluded no matter what the
reason.
But there is mounting evidence that top colleges, especially wealthy private ones,
do sincerely feel bad about
having to turn away so many
of their applicants.
Stanford feels bad. Yale
feels bad. And Princeton
does, too.
In his president's column
in Stanford University's alumni magazine, John L. Hennessy recently floated an idea
that has already gained some
traction at other ultraselective institutions: Why not
expand?
By turning down a record
number of "exceptional and
deserving students," Hennessy wrote, the university
must "come to terms with the
fact that we are denying Stanford the benefit of talent that
· could contribute to the university and society at large in
a significant way."
Yale University is considering a similar move for the
same reason.
Two committees there are
examining the possible
impact of gradually a<;iding
650 more undergraduates, for
a total undergraduate enrollment of 5,900.
And Princeton University
is already in the third year of
an expansion that will eventually bring its undergraduate
enrollment up to 5,200, an
increase of 500 students.
It is difficult to discern
which types of students
would benefit from marginally higher odds of acceptance
at these institutions.
Both Stanford and Yale say
it's too early to even speculate, and Princeton says its
expansion was not intended
to benefit one group of students in particular.
- CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
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Stagehands picket outside the Broadhurst Theatre in New York. Striking stagehands
and producers agreed to resume talks almost a week after negotiations collapsed.

Striking Broadway producers
and stagehands resume talks

Firefighters make headway
against Malibu wildfire

NEW YORK - Striking
stagehands and theater producers agreed to return to
the bargaining table almost a
week after negotiations collapsed and kept most of
Broadway dark during the
lucrative
Thanksgiving
week
The talks, which resumed
on Sunday were announced
by Charlotte St. Martin,
executive director of the
League of American Theatres and Producers on Saturday, and were confirmed
by the stagehands union.
More than two dozen
plays and musicals have
been closed since Nov. 10,
when the stagehands walked
off the job.
settlement
was
A
believed to have been in the
works last Sunday after a
marathon weekend of negotiating, but the talks ended
abruptly with producers
walking out. No negotiations
were held during Thanksgiving week, traditionally
one of the best weeks for
Broadway business.
The complicated contract dispute has focused on
how many stagehands are
required to open a Broadway show and keep it running. That means moving
scenery, lights, sound systems and props into the theater; installing the set and
making sure it works; and
keeping everything functioning well for the life of the
production.
The producers want a
flexible number; the union
wants a set number and
ample compensation for any
concessions made.
The negotiations have
been protracted. They began
last summer, with each side
preparing for the worst.
The producers set up a
$20 million strike emergency fund, taking a couple
of cents out of each ticket
sold over the past several
years to pay for it. The
money was to help struck
shows struggling with the
costs of a shutdown.
The union, too, has its
own fund - benefits of
more than $4.1 million for its
members, as well as another
$1 million allotted for members of other unions affected
by the walkout.

MALIBU, Calif. - Fire
crews hoped mild temperatures and gentle winds Sunday would help them solidify gains
against the
sprawling wildfire that
destroyed dozens of homes
in this upscale coastal community.
Hot, powerful winds that
fanned the blaze across
4,720 acres starting early
Saturday were not expected
Sunday, Los Angeles County
Fire Inspector Ron Haralson
said
The fire was about 40
percent contained, with few
flames visible to the three
water-dropping helicopters
deployed over the fire zone,
Haralson said
Forty-nine homes were
destroyed Saturday by the
fast-moving wildfire pushed
by Santa Ana winds. Twenty-seven other homes were
damaged and 10,000 to
14,000 people were evacuated.
The seaside enclave had
been recovering from last
month's 4,565-acre Canyon
Fire that destroyed six
homes, two businesses and a
church when the winds
began whipping up again
overnight Saturday.
Some residents whose
property made it through
last month's fire unscathed
weren't so lucky this time.
Hundreds of firefighters
and
equipment
from
throughout the state had
been positi~ned in Southern
California for most of the
week because of the predicted Santa Ana winds.
Residents said they have
grown accustomed to the
potential fn:e danger when
the strong gusts blow.
All of the homes were
destroyed in the fire's initial
Saturday morning surge
before the winds slowed and
firefighters
gained
a
foothold. With the winds
dying down considerably, an
estimated half of the evacuees were allowed to return
home. Full containment was
expected by Tuesday, officials said.
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Russian eolice detain scores
of opposition protesters

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia - Police rounded up
scores of people demonstrating against President
Helicopters rescue workers
Vladimir Putin on Sunday,
from tiuming oil platform
dragging protesters toward
LONDON - Dozens of buses and beating some who
workers were airlifted to tried to escape.
safety in high winds after
Hundreds of police
their North Sea oil platform armed with shields, body
caught fire Sunday, officials armor and truncheons bore
said.
down on demonstrators
The .blaze was extin- chanting "Russia without
guished with no injuries and Putin!" in St. Petersburg.
workers were returning to Among those detained was a
the platform, the govern- likely contender in next
ment said
March's presidential elecSome ll6 of the 159 people tion, Boris Nemtsov.
aboard the remote Thistle
It was the second time in
Alpha platform, 120 miles two days police have broken
northwest of Britain's Shet- up an opposition demonland Islands, were taken off stration in the run-up to Dec.
the platform by seven rescue 2 parliamentary elections.
helicopters, said the Health
The vote has turned into
and Safety Executive.
a plebiscite whether Putin
Battling strong north- . should retain power after
westerly winds, the helicop- stepping down as president
ters - some from Britain next year after two consecuand some from Norway tive terms. It isn't clear what
took the rescued workers to formal title he might hold,
three nearby oil platforms, but he heads the ticket of the
said Royal Air Force dominant United Russia
spokesman Michael Mul- party in the parliamentary
elections and has suggested
ford
Mulford said the cause of he could become prime minthe fire, which began at 8:30 ister.
On Saturday, police
a.m., was not immediately
detained dozens of anti-govknown.
The Thistle Alpha plat- ernment demonstrators in
form is operated by the Moscow, including former
Swedish company Lundin chess champion Garry KasPetroleum AB, which is list- parov, who was sentenced to
ed on the Nordic stock five days in prison in a hasty
exchange. The company trial.
issued no immediate comment.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Film shows that creativity can't be bought or sold
FROM

;

·:,

,.
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Giancarlo Montalbano, a
j11lllior graphic design major,
said he wanted to give his contribution to the box a vintage,
carnival feeling, so he painted a
sad clown face. He said that he
had a fear of clowns when he
was younger.
"I like to look into my
dreams for inspiration, and if
I'm lucky, rn get a nightmare,"
Montalbano said.
Montalbano also contributed a skeletal businessman. He made this piece interactive with a
musical
instrument resembling a xylophone built into the wall with
'!Play Me" written above it. .
The close proximity of the
words ''Play Me" to the clown
exemplifies the deeper meaning in a clown's painted face,
Montalbano said. A . clown
can't choose his own expression; it's chosen for him,
whether it is happy, sad or
scary.
Jon Didier, a junior art
major, visited ' Marcondes'
apartment at 1 a.m. over the
course of several nights to
work on his painting. Using the
enclosure of a broken, bottomless frame, Didier drew inspiration from surrealist artists,
such as Salvador Dali, to create
the look of a canvas melting
into the wall
The piece was completed
with the use of three-dimensional materials, creating the
illusion of paint dripping into a
can on the floor.
1 Marcondes said that the
moral of the film is that creativity is something that can't
be tapped It's all around us and
inside of everyone who
·mspires us. The film plays with
the ludicrous idea that step. ping into a machine can make
someone more creative.
'We wanted to embody creativify" and" personify it in the ..
actor that's playing it,'' Marcon·
des said.
Robert Fritz, a sophomore
film major, is_the first assistant
director and also an actor in
the film. Fritz plays the brain,
which acts as a representative
figure for creativity.
During the art show, a projector displayed video footage
of familiar but emotional
images, such as images of
poverty in Sudan, onto the
ll>ack wall of the box. The
images were intended to
invoke feelings and make a
long-lasting impression.
A section of the box was
made into a memory wall,
which consisted of photographs, some from as long as
30 years ago, provided by Marcondes' mother.
Even the flooring of the box
was incorporated as a part of
the art piece. For example, one
section of the flooring visually
represented the mosaic-covered sidewalks of Sao Paulo,
Brazil, where da Silva and Marcondes are from.

Throughout the course of
filming, the box will be broken
down to build a smaller box;
that one will become an even
smaller one.
This means that the artists'
creations will eventually be
destroyed. Although their
work ultimately possesses no
material life span, it will live on
through the fast-moving
images of the film.
Marcondes said he plans to
use visual effects to cause the
viewers to question whether
what's being illustrated is possible, while still enjoying and
relating to the film.
Marcondes said he was
inspired by Colombian writer
and Nobel Prize winner
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, who
invented the artistic genre of
Magical Realism
"Magical Realism consists
of life elements in a magical
form, dealing with the reality of
the world," Marcondes said.
Feature films Big Fish and
Across the Universe fall under
this category.
Andrew Ackerman, a sophomore film major, is the film's
director of photography.
"I paint with light," Ackerman said. He plans to use lighting and photographic composition to set the mood and
emotion of the scenes.
Jamie Hanson, a sophomore
film major, said she was
impressed by what she saw.
"They're not even in Directing I yet, and they're already
achieving capstone-quality
work," Hanson said.
Hanson described the people involyed in making the film
as determined, and predicted
that their future production
would be even more impressive than what she saw at the
art show,
In the capstone film class, a
student creating a thesis film
receives a budget of $10,000,
btit Maicondes isri't quite
there yet. The money for this
film is coming straight out of
the participants' own pockets.
Marcondes, who also wrote.
the script, said he is planning to
have a screening of the movie
and also plans to set up a Web
site where the movie can be
viewed once completed.
He said he will submit the
film into festivals when it's fin·ished, but he's not sure which
festivals yet. The film, which is
projected to be 15 minutes
long, is estimated to be completed by the end of December.
Marcondes, who is also a
Student Government Association senator for the College of .
Arts and Sciences, is now
working with other SGA senators on a project to create a
Web site that would provide a
networking system for UCF art
students.
The site would be designea
as a destination for students to
display their work, criticize
.
LIANA COLE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
one another's work and find
Top: Students gather for a group art show in a Windmill Point apartment on Nov. 15. Above: Film directorThomaz Marcondes, a sophomore film production major, and Art Director
out about new projects.
Natalia da Silva, a sophomore art history major, show off the art in Marcondes' apartment. The Creativity BoJC.is a major part of Marcondes' film, titled Florida, currently in production.
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HIPAA compliance can prevent patient identity theft
FROM

Al .

Weintraub compared PHI
to someone's wallet.
'Would you l~ve a patient's
wallet sitting on a counter?" he
asked. "Medical records offer
thesameabilicyrododamage
to a patient"
Mistreatment of PHI in the
,.._.._...,_.,a I .................... .
worst case, Weintraub said, can
•
1""1>1111andgetaawot,-lead to identicy theft for the
•
f'«,u. . . . .Mlllcauw f*lllal .
llliitisalllilf-,~
patient
II>
"&t...,-daclGiis•1111111111*faJ,-..,.c11H1fdllllllllit•
Moddw fllelhltour-118111tandlllld:atidomlaloniili
HMtcm8dllans__,IO,_.
The Department of Health
priwatandlllmlktbeJJR)ll,ded.andW . . . lo . . . . . .
and Human Services estabb8&tlisinfomlalun. . . . Ftldllal . .
Recl!iilieanalmlllllllllllyoulllW,-................c=-.,_lllealilltic.----lished HIPAA in 1996 to protect
•
Giwsyouni,a•,m
.
.
ilbmalillll
patients from such negligence.
._iltata:ttllMlllcallld
.. OlaidtilyouwaitlDgilNlpr........
• SebnanlfmifonllhOcanllllllkallllld..,...
~
,._.,,... . 11n
Though · medical establish)'IU' hltalltlnbmalon .
"'*¥RgNr"..bClll« .... faJcataiil ....... tudl•
ments, including doctor's
...
'i, . . . . . .~llwlllll.M:fl•IIJ
.............. at
.offices and hospitals, were
www.tlhs..gov/oa'l1llpaa(.
•
Oelan,pmtmwftenaat..,,....._..
•
'l, . . . . . . . .lllpilllllllt. . ~
expected to comply from day
-c:aallocal
one, there was no oversight to
..........,., i ___.............
... . ,.., .....,..... . . . . . . . . . .«
check compliance.
....,.._, r r .._.,...,
,.-hltallt~_,
...
........,
Who mustflilowllittawt
....... ,....__. . . .,... ... 7 5 ..
"Compliance has been vir!fCll'Cllll
.
tually nonexistent," Weintraub
• lbldoc:bs,.nuiw,Jlw111&des,....,..,clnia,
t> FleaClllllllllaiill•JIIUr......said .
1UM11Jharlies.andman,CIIN!rhealhaw......
.,...,lllfalrdd•dug
.. ....,lntuaaCDflplilllles. . . . . , . , , _ . ~
t> fillsaQJlltplaW... lle
Weintraub said that before
..
..... . . .,....IWw - - - - - - aw WI I ,.,11,,_
U.S. Gu.ei,,...
...... IIMIJll*S
ili"'4'IM!sllll ....
March 5, Health and Human
• . Celfali,g..-,.... ~ ...,.,.,,,...-.
'lllllllilllal www.saml1aa,go~
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-ital!i.111111
lllUshollldgello . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Services reported that there
suctt• Medl:.weaictMedeakf
CllllillllMl9--.,..,,.._,,_.,_.....,,
"-'caa•
were 30,602 complaints filed
,_.,.._.or,_..._...,._..,,_
\\1!alfnbmllfonsplllel:W?
based on HIPAA violations.
,..-lfgllll.inl:blilgr..1o1111a
The Department decided that
.. Wurmaton,....dodals, IUIIN,aod"'-hltallta,qlBIII. . . . . . . . . . . . .
.-.-Sfdin)'IU'mabtlKOld
7,668 merited investigation,
www.hhJ,gov/OOl'fhipaal
• CcxM!l...,1$,ourdoc:lo,llaubod.•caeor
while 5,149 ofthose needed corOtllyt.allifg
lleerml!IIC•ncnes•..._.
...., _ , ,
I ......,
rective action.
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Even with so many investia,qlldersystn
.
Tilac:Nillg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . ~ . . ,
,
gations, no medical entities
.... a..,"*1mlaliol1a11&u:,ocrat,--dinii::
were fined, and the Depart.. Mmtolherlleraat fnbmalon abldyoullllldby. . .
...,.,....lillow.. law
ment of Justice only convicted
four facilities of HIPAA violations.
The stricter enforcement of
(
HIPAA affects the enforcement of new hires and terminated patients.
HIPAA
and have a speaker from any- PowerPoint presentation
t
employees, and lists of outof the medical privacy laws.
''The law is unworkable and
the speaker wants to share wi
Malpica said that they also where in the world"
Weintraub . said that on sourcing contractors.
not understood by anyone," have Webinars planned for sevThe tool takes its name from anyone with an Internet co.
· eral topics, not just ones involv- the typical seminar and adds nection," he added.
March 5, the Department of ·
Weintraub said that the Ffeiffer said
,
Ffeiffer said that, based on ing HIPAA or the medical- the Web element that allows
· Malpica said that the Web Health and Human Services audit of Piedmont Hospital was
conducted its first HIPAA audit just the heginning of audits all the way the laws are written, related fields, In December, people from all over the world nar tool is available to an
over the country and was not they are nearly impossible for they are offering a course on to participate through an Inter- department that wants to use
since its adoption.
doctors or medical profession- leadership.
Piedmont Hospital in the result of a complaint
as long as they are able to co
net connection.
Atlanta was audited for compliAlthough it is meant to pro- als to follow.
"Continuing Education has
''The Webinar tool is a way the cost of setup and support. .
Malpica and officials in the the Webinar tool, and it's a to give a presentation online
ance based on a list of 42 items tect patients, Dr. John Ffeiffer at
Registration for the HIE ,
that the hospital was required Family Practice of Celebration Division of Continuing Educa- medium that allows people to and have the audio either Webinar was $349, but UC
to produce. The list included said that HIPAA can be more of tion at UCF are devoted to not have to travel," Malpica through the computer or a tele- Alumni received a $50
risk assessment analyses, lists a hindrance than an asset to helping everyone understand said "They can just go online phone line and be able to see a count
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·Variety of scholarships
Web site at www.bus.uct:edu.
Select "Current Student Info"
to 20 different types of scholar- and find the link to ''Scholarship
ships, said David Allen, assis- Infurmation."
All of the Dean's Office
tant director of development
for the College of Business Scholarships, including the
Boeing scholarship, will be
. Administration.
"Those
have
various promoted starting in January
awards," Allen said. "Some of throughout the College of
them award up to 10 different Business Administration. The
scholarships; some of them closed circuit television and
the faculcy will help with proonly award one scholarship."
The types of scholarships motion.
February is typically the
vary in specific application
requirements, Allen said Some deadline for · those scholarrequire financial need and ships, Allen said. Then students are notified of an award
some do not
"It's really a nice variecy of by the end of the spring semesscholarships that we offer," ter.
. Last year, the Dean's Office
Allensaid
,
Students in the College of Scholarships provided more
Business Administration who are than $100,000 to students.
Allen said he hopes that this
interested in applying for the
Boeing scholarship or other year, College of Business .
scholaJ:ships should visit the Col- Administration students will
lege of Business Administration take advantage of the scholarFROM

COURTESY UCF COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

The Boeing Company presents the College of Business Administration with a check: for $3,000 to support the Boeing Scholarship Fund.
UCF students majoring in management, finance, accounting or MIS can apply for two $1,500 scholarships available in the fall of2008.

Al

ship opportunities.
"[Last year] was go
because a lot of people w
might not have known [th
could] receive some of the
scholarships, received so '
great [financial] suppor;tf,
Allen said
41
Business management senior Brandon Hass said the ~
ing scholarship is a great add,i:1•
tion.
Even though Hass is grad¥ating in December, he said he
likes the idea that other
lege of Business Administra1.
tion students will have this
1

Ccf·

t'

new opportunicy.
·~y time that stude ~
have the opportunity to g
some extra financial help · a
· great thing," Hass said. "CdIlege can be expensive.
r
''It gives people a little m<*e
incentive to study harder, _get
involved"

.
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bnline retailers offer sales for 'Cyber Monday'
SAMANTHA BOMKAMP
Associated Press

NEW YORK - As consumers hold tighfto their wallets, online retailers will work
harder this year for their share
ot)the holiday gift list.
1 With a holiday season that
is expected to be the weakest
s •· ce 2002, and numbers of
new online customers leveling
o , more Web retailers have
b een pushing special offers
and promotions to draw consumers.
'' As the online holiday shopPWg season officially kicks off
tJtlay, a number ofretailers are
hgsting one-day sales or special offers for the occasion.
T1lie Monday after Thanksgivin~, tagged "Cyber Monday"
b~ the National Retail Federation, marks the first big online
slNopping surge for many mercrlaiits, as consumers go back
to their work computers.
I: Toys "R'' Us Inc. will hold a
one-day online sale, and rival
e[bys.com will launch a two~ sale. Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
~ begin five days of onlineo,p!y sales.
·
, Online jeweler Blue Nile
Int:. will give customers 20
percent off purchases paid ·
through PayPal, eBay Inc.'s
e,ectronic payment division.
1'arget Corp., Circuit City
Stores Inc., · Sears Holdings
~ rp., Crate & Barrel, the DisStore
and
c,tR,ery
CWer.stock.com Inc. are among
ROBERTO GONZALEZ/ ASSOCIATED PRESS
dp~ens .of retailers offering Shoppers file into tlie JCPenney at 3:15 a.m. for a free "snow globe" at the Altamonte Mall, iq Altamonte Springs, on Friday. Shoppers, shrugging off a spate of lead-tainted toy recalls and higher prices for food and gas, jammed stores
1Jee shipping that day.
before dawn Friday to grab discounted TVs, toys and the hard-to-find Nintendo Wii, for the official start of the holiday season, expected to be the weakest retail showing in five years. Stores are stepping up their online buying options•
.O"The online community is
getting more competitive as retailers hosting online deals to the 20 percent annual her shopping on the Web.
through the holidays.
$25 or more.
tie amount of new customers on the Monday after Thanks- growth rates we have seen in
"I pick one day to go to the
L.L. Bean launched free
The retailer also has a
s.ciws," according to Scott Sil- giving has surged to 72 percent years past," Ken Cassar, vice mall and then the rest is done shipping without a
membership program
#znan, executive director of of those polled from 42 per- president of industry solutions . online," she said
purchase this holiday season Amazon Prime - that offers
for Nielsen Online, said in a
~1lpp.org, an online arm of the cent just two years ago.
Sarah Caterina, 32, of and will also offer select . free two-day shipping on
:rfational Retail Federation.
As people trickle back to written statement.
Burlington, Vt., said she took online-only sale items through unlimited orders for a fee of
"A.dd- to that the concerns the office after the holiday
Analysts at Forrester advantage of online perks and the holidays.
$79 a year.
a:,out the economy, and pro- weekend, another NRF survey Research said American con- completed all her Christmas
Free and premium shipping
And at endless.com, Ama- otions and sales provide a polling shoppers online sumers are expected to spend shopping on the Internet.
offers are popular this year. zon's shoe site that launched
Eteat way to get people excit- · reports that more than half of $33 billion online this holiday
"I did everything online. I Blue Nile recently unveiled last December, the company
er.''
adults plan to shop at work. season, up 21 percent from a had a budget in my mind, free free FedEx priority overnight offers "Negative $5'' overnight
.._Silverman srud the number How mueh they will ultimate- year ago. This is a slightly shipping for everything," she shipping, and Shoebuy.com shipping - free shipping with
d[ retailers offering free ship- ly spend is the real question.
slower growth rate than the 23 said.
launched a "Quick Ship Items" an additional $5 off a cusCaterina said online shop- feature that ships selected gift tomer's total order when
~tlng with no conditions, such
A survey by Nielsen Online percent seen last year.
~ i<a minimum purchase, has forecasts most respondents
Some consumers are say- ping also makes her shop items for free via UPS ground shipped overnight.
jwiped to 41.4 percent from 36 will spend the same share of ing they expect to reduce their more sensibly.
the same day if ordered before
Silverman said it's incen~cent last year.
their gift budget online as in holiday spending because of
"I stuck with a budget. I 4p.m.
tives like these that help make
-J;Nearly one-third of retail- 2006, which could be bad higher costs.
wasn't in the store. If I pick
At Amazon.com Inc., online shopping more appeal~§ are also having special
news for e-tailers.
Karen
Dolinsky,
of stuff up, I'm like, 'Oh, I have to spokesman Craig Berman ing to traditional "brick-and~day sales for Cyber Mon"The fact that consumers Cobleskill, N.Y., said gas prices have this, my kids will love said the retailer is stepping up mortar" shoppers.
d~y. Forty-two percent plan expect to allocate the same will probably lead _her to this."' ~
convenience measures for the
.
·
"Online has so much going
SWille kind of promotion, share of what may be a shrink- spend less this year. But
But whatever the rJason holiday season - including for it because of the convena~ording to the NRF's annual ing ovei:all holiday budget to regardless of how much she consumers choose to shop 99-cent gift wrap - in addi- ience; and then when you
~ey.
. the Web suggests that online spends, Dolinsky, 44, said she online, retailers are planning tion to free "Super Saver make shipping free there is no
In fact, the number of sales growth might not live up would be doing the majority of to push some promotions Shipping" on most orders of longer a trade off," he said
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Sports Editor

Give me
Liberty or
•
give me

~~~~ilij

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Kevin Smith tries to escape UTEP defensive lineman Jason Boyce during the Knights' 36-20 win over the Miners on Saturday.Smith rushed for 219 yards and a touchdown in the victory.

UCF to host C-USA title game
again after beating UTEP
BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

The UCF Football team has
been getting valuable contribu. tions from numerous people
this season and Saturday's 3620 victory over UTEP was no
exception. Wide receivers AJ.
Guyton and Rocky Ross, and
tight end Corey Rabazinski all
caught touchdowns against the
Miners. Strong safety Sha'reff
Rashad and cornerback Joe
Burnett recorded interceptions
and linebacker Cory Hogue led
the Knights with 13 tackles.
Qµarterback Kyle Israel had
one of his most productive
games ever, and then there is
always running back Kevin
Smith, who had another 200yard game. Now all those players and the entire UCF team can
take satisfaction in knowing that
their contnbutions have earned
them a spot in Saturday's Conference USA Championship
game. Here are the storylines
from the Knights' victory over
the Miners.

Nowhere to run
In their previous two games,
the Knights allowed 396 combined rushing yards to SMU
and UAB. They needed to stop
the run against the Miners, and
they certainly got the message.
UTEP running back Marcus
Thomas came into the contest
averaging more than 100 rushing yards per game, but he was
restrained by the Knights to the
tuneofminusonerushingyard
on nine carries.

36~20
· UCF vs. UTEP
"That was a huge thing,"
Hogue said "Our biggest thing
is stopping the run first. That's
a big, strong, fast, aggressive
guy. We saw him on film and
came in tonight and shut that
down."
As a whole, the defense
played very well, allowing just
13 points and coming up with a
couple of key interceptions,
which the Knights turned into a
cquple of field goals.
The Knights will need to
come up with that type of effort
against a stronger offense in
Tulsa for Saturday's championship game. The Golden Hurricane average 548 yards per
game, including 179 on the
ground

Israel falls down early, steps up late
Any thoughts that this was
going to be another easy victory for the Knights ended on
their second offensive play of
the game. Israel threw an
incomplete pass to Ross and
came up limping. He tried to
run another play, but instead, he
called timeout and slowly fell to
the ground, slamming his fist
on thetur£

Israel missed the rest of the
first quarter, but when he came
back in the second quarter, he
showed that whatever was
bothering him before wasn't
affecting him any longer.
Israel threw for 261 yards
and matched a career-high
with three touchdown passes.
The Knights really needed
that type of production out of
their passing game after UCF's
bread and butter, the running
game, got off to a sluggish start.
Smith didn't break off a run
longer than 10 yards until there
was a minute remaining in the
first half. But that didn't slow
down the Knights' offense too
much, as Israel got UCF out to
a 16-0 lead in the second quarter, thanks to a beautiful slant
pass that Guyton took for a 39yard touchdown.
''The slants are always great,
because Kyle reads it, and
either rm covered, and he hits
the outside," Guyton said, "or
the outside's covered and he

hits me.... Kyle does a great job
getting us to the spot we need
to be and [leading] us."

Editor-in-Chief

It wasn't the prettiest of
games. It wasn't the best played
or the easiest to watch.
And it certainly wasn't what
the UCF Football team, coaches and fans expected from a
team like the UTEP Miners.
But none of that matters.
The Knights came away victorious and with a Conference
USA East Division title to show
for it.
.
"Nothing easy out there,"
head coach George O'Leary
said "But I thought we fought
through some problems. It
really was sort of a character
game ...."
Now what turned out to be
its sixth consecutive win will
give the UCF a shot at the

SHANNA FORTIER/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UTEP's Marcus Thomas is stopped by UCF's Torrell Johnson, right,. and Cory Hogue in the
Knights' 36-20 victory Saturday. Thomas was limited to minus one yard on nine carries.

conference
championship
Saturday.
"One of the biggest things
all year is ~r us to go to the

championship, and we wanted
to host it here," quarterback
Kyle Israel said "It' enjoyable
to win like we did t day ... but

PLEASE SEE

ONE o 9

Double-sided revenge
With the win, the Knights
will host the Tulsa Golden Hurricane Saturday at noon in
Bright House Networks Stadium. Tulsa will be looking to
avenge its 44-23 loss to the
Knights in Orlando on Oct. 20.
.T he Knights' revenge goes back
a little further in time and carries a bit more weight.
The Knights and Golden
Hurricane were in this exact
position two years ago - facing off for the conference title
in Orlando. The Golden Hurricane beat the Knights 44-27 in
front of more than 50,000 fans
at the Citrus Bowl. Now the
Knights have a second crack at
the C-USA title against the
team that thwarted them on
Dec. 3, 2005.
PLEASE SEE

DEFENSE ON A10

Knights avoid upset ~nd clinch C-USA East for a second time
MELISSA HEYBOER

are the best team in the conference against the Miners on Sa
day. It wasn't pretty, but with U
this year, it rarely is.
The Knights pounded and
po~ded away, forcing UTEP to
obey their will, making a statement to anyone who would list
It's right ther.e in the Declaration of UCF Independence: Life,
Liberty Bowl and the pursuit of
Conference USA Championship
Call it Thomas Jefferson red
The Knights have had a 'com
get some' attitude this year.
They line up on offense, and i
doesn't matter if it's a two-tight
end set or three wide, they are
going to run the ball.
They line up on defense and
take away the run and force op
nents to be flawless through the
air.
Thankfully, UCF plays in CUSA. where being so obstinate
does not hinder success.
But the dedication that UCF
head coach George O'Leary and
the Knights have shown this ye
to enforcing their will on all co ·
ers is program-defining.
UCF is supposed to stand for
opportunity, but after this year,
you would have to say that it
stands for football as well.
_
1
2007 has been an historical outing for the UCF Football team.
The Knights are putting up
points in amounts that they nev;
have before.
They have 455 points this ye
and the closest they have gotten o
that amount was back in 1990,
which was also the last time UC
won six straight games.
It all started with a gut-wren

we're excited for what's to
come next week, and we'll be
ready."
Despite struggling in the
first quarter to get things going,
the Knights turned out a 36-20
win with a little help from running back Kevin Smith.
Smith, a junior, led the
charge Saturday with a 46carry, 219-yard performance.
With that, Smith became
the first back in the state of
Florida to rush for 2,000 yards
in a season.
Smith's only touchdown
sealed the win for UCF in the
fourth quarter.
With 5:07 remaining in the
game, UCF up 29-20, Smith
took the fifth play of the drive
two yards in to the UTEP end
zone to seal the victory.
PLEASE SEE

GUYTON ON A10

Men take ·

tourney
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

After starting out the Old S
Classic with two tough losses, e
UCF Basketball team reboun ell
with a 70-59 win over Penn State n
Sunday.
The win kept UCF from fl · ·
ing in last place in the tournam t.
UCF guard Jermaine Taylor
the Knights with 23 points a ·
the Nittany Lions, and guard
e
O'Donnell added 16 points and e
assists.
The Knights got to the fr ..
throw line almost twice as mu
the Nittany Lions, going 18-of. 3,
while Penn State shot 4-of-12.
On Thursday and Friday,
Knights learned that there i ~
much separating them from '
nationally-ranked teams in coll
_basketball. Yet the Knights fo d
out that while the gap may e
shrinking, it's not closed yet.
The Knights (3-2) stood t
toe with No. 19 Villanova and
20 Kansas State in the first
rounds of the Old Spice Classi
the Disney Wide World of S
Complex in Orlando, but
y
couldn't quite pull off an upset
they lost 76-68 and 73-71 in ov ·
time, respectively.
The Knights had a gol
j:(
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UCF freshman guard Marshay White scored 11 points for the Knights against the Rider Broncs on Friday in the Knights'76-74 loss. White
averages 8.6 points per game on 33 percent shooting this season. She is tied for fourth on the team with 26 minutes per game.

UCF drops a close Qne
Knights lose first
of 2 away games
PADRICK BREWER
Sports E~itor

After winning two straight
games, the UCF Women's
Basketball team started its
road trip with a tough 76-74
'S • loss to Rider on Friday.
The Knights (2-3 overall)
r
started out strong, getting a
41-34 lead at halftime, led by
Emma Cannon's 12 first-half
points,
but faltered down the
)
stretch again, surrendering 42
set:ond.:.half points to the
Broncs (3-2 overall).
UCF got big games again
from the duo of Cannon and
Tia Lewis, both of whom ·
. scored in double figures.
Lewis notched a doubledouble with 13 points and 14
boards, while Cannon finished with 17 points to lead
the Knights. She also added
three rebounds.
Chelsie Wtley - 10 points
- and Marshay White - 11
points - were the other
Knights to score in double
digits.
Center Jackie. Akers. saw

NEWS TO NOTE
LEWIS LEADING
Freshman forward/center Tia Lewis
has stepped up for the Knights,
posting her third double--Oouble ofthe
year against the Rider Broncs. She is
averaging 14.6 points and 11.2
rebounds per game this season.
AKERS IS BACK

Junior center Jackie Akers played in her
first game of the year against Rider.

SCOREBOARD

76-74
Rider vs. UCF
her first action of the season,
going l-of-1 from the field and
4-of-4 from the line for six
points and five rebounds in 17
minutes.
UCF was beaten on the
boards for the first time in
three games, as the Broncs
topped the Knights 33-32 in
rebounds.

CANNON'S ARMED
Freshman forwa!d Emma Cannon is
second on the Knights with 13.6 points
and 9.6 rebounds per game.She
exploded for 17 points against Rider.
LONGING FOR LONG
Despite being the leading returning
scorer for UCF,gua!d Amber Long has
played in only three games for a total
of seven minutes.

The Knights were also
shooting poorly from the
free-throw line in the second
half, going just 7-of-17 compared to the 10-of-ll performance the Broncs put on in the
same·period.
On the season, the Knights
are shooting just 55 percent
from the free-throw line.
The Broncs had five players score in double figures,
led by Amanda Sepulveda's
23. Shaunice Parker had 11
points and eight rebounds for
Rider.
The Knights played La
Salle on Sunday at press time.
See Wednesday's Future for a
full recap.

One last challenge remains
t
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ing 25-23 win over NC State
onSept.L
There were hiccups in the
beginning of October against
East Carolina and South
Florida, but everything got
back on track, and now the
Knights are headed to their
second Conference USA
Championship game in three
years and their second bowl
game ever.
Talk about remarkable
turnarounds.
This time last year, the
Knights were coming off of
losses in five of their final
seven games as they stumbled to a 4-8 record
This year, the Knights are
rolling over opponents, dominating Conference USA to
the tune of a 9-3 record, 6-1 in
C-USA.
It's been on the back of
their workhorse Kevin Smith,
who has been nothing short
of phenomenal. The numbers
speak for themselves: 2,164
rushing yards, 26 total touchdowns, 376 ~arries.
l'll wait while you readjust your face.
rm sure that most people

understand how special Smith
has been this year, but what he
has done is literally unheard
0£ He is just~ carries shy of
Marcus Allen's record of 403
carries in a season.
Yeah. That Marcus Allen.
The way the Knights have
played recently, he could have
that amount by the third quarter against Tulsa, whom they
will face in the title game.
And all those yards? Smith
is just the first running back
who played college ball in
Florida to reach 2,000 in a
season, and just the 13th player in history to do it.
The offensive line, tight
ends and wide receivers get a
lot of credit for Smith's suecess - all of it deserved but Kyle Israel has been continually overlooked as pacesetter for this team this year.
No one will confuse Israel
with Ty Detmer, but he has
bounced back fr.9m a dismal
start to play like the quarterback that everyone knew he
could be. He has grabbed the
helm of this team and
become a leader that it would
follow unquestioningly.
But it's not over.
The Knights still have the

two goals they couldn't capture two years ago: a conference title and a bowl victory.
The win over UTEP got
them here, and another win
over Tulsa will put them
where they want to be.
O'Leary and the players
know that the win over the
Miners was the penultimate
goal, and that they will measure their season on Saturday's outcome against Tulsa
As well it should be.
The Golden Hurricane
tempered UCF's surprising
2005 season when they
demolished the Knights 4427 on Dec. 3, 2005, in the CUSA Championship game.
But Bright House Net
works Stadium is not the Citrus Bowl; the Knights have
outscored opponents by
almost 20 points per game at
home this season.
So get pumped up and get
your tailgating gear ready,
because as fans, you all have
one last job this season: Supporting the Knights in their
championship endeavor.
And perruq,s you will be
there when UCF does something it couldn't two years ago.
Finish.

AB

opportunity to knock off
Kansas State with the score
tied at 61, five seconds left in
regulation and guard Jermaine Taylor at the freethrow line. But Taylor
missed the front end of a
one-and-one attempt. The
Knights got the rebound, but
after a timeout, they threw
the inbounds pass away with
1.1 seconds left.
The Knights led for the
first two minutes of overtime, but the Wtldcats went
on a 7-0 run to claim fivepoint lead with 1:21 to play.
Guard Mike O'Donnell
cut the Knights' deficit to
two with a 3-pointer from
the top of the arc.
Forward Darren Kent
missed the front end of a
one-and-one attempt with
the Wildcats still ahead by
two with four seconds left.
Dave Noel grabbed the
rebound, raced down the
right side of the floor and
hoisted up an off-balance 3pointer from the right elbow
for the win.
The desperation try
banked off the backboard,
hit the front rim and
bounced out. Time expired
and a handful of Knights
either fell to the floor or bent
over in anguish.
'We made some tremendous plays to give us a
chance to win the game,"
UCF head coach Kirk Speraw said in a press release.
"You cannot ask for more
from an effort standpoint."
The Knights led for 17 of
the first 20 minutes, but the
Wildcats came back in the
. second half to grab a 50-37
lead, largely assiste~ by
three consecutive 3-pointers
by guard Jacob Pullen in a
span of 88 seconds.
The Knights would go on
a 2+11 run over the following
10 minutes, capped off by a
Taylor dunk that tied the
score and sent the game into
overtime.
Taylor led the Knights
with 20 points while guard
Dave Noel added 15. The
Wtldcats were led by one of
the nation's best, freshman
and top NBA prospect, forward Michael Beasley. He
had 30 points and 13
rebounds.
"He's going to get his
(points)," Speraw said 'We
just tried to make him earn
each one, and I thought for
the most part we made him
earn every bucket that he
got."
O'Donnell had 14 points
for the Knights against
Kansas State, but that came
on just 4-of-11 shooting,
including
2-of-9
from
beyond the arc. But O'Don- ·
nell nearly carried the
Knights to victory against
Vtllanova (4-0) on the previous
night. . O'Donnell
matched a career-high seven
3-pointers and scored a
game-high 24 points in the
Knights' first-round loss.
O'Donnell hit his first 3pointer of the game 25 seconds into the contest, which
gave the Knights their only
lead at 3-2. The Wildcats
opened up a 31-19 lead with
2:43 to play in the first half,
but the Knights cut the margin down to five at the break
by making 9-of-12 free

OLD SPICE RECAP
Position:

Guard

Vs. Villanova:
O'Donnell scored 24
points and had two
assists as the Knights
lost 76--68 to the
.......-=-"--"~--- Wildcats.

Vs. Penn State:
Taylor scored 23
points and had six
rebounds in the win
over the Nittany
,_L_._ _ __.Lions.

throws in the closing minutes.
The Knights kept fighting
from behind in the second half,
cutting a IO-point lead down to
two with 9:37 to play after a
layup by center Stanley Billings.
Villanova extended its advantage back out to eight with four
minutes remaining, but another
O'Donnell 3-pointer pulled it
back to within four with a little
more than a minute left.
The Knights had a chance to
cut into that lead even more,
but they couldn't come up with
the rebound off of guard Corey
Fisher's missed 3-pointer, and
· the Knights were forced to foul
with l.e ss than 30 seconds on

SO CLOSE
The Knights lost their two games in the
tournament by a combined 10 points,
including a 73-71 overtime
heartbreaker to Kansas State on Friday.
DAVIS ON THE COURT
Sophomore forward Tony Davis saw his
first action of the year in the
toumament,averaging four points and
3.3 rebounds in the three games.
TAYLOR STEPPING UP
Junior guard Jermaine Taylor scored at
least 20 points in two of the Knights'
three games at the Old Spice Classic 20 points against Kansas State and 23
against Penn State.
·

the clock.
Noel was the only other
Knight to score in double figures, as he contributed 16
points.
If the Knights could have
shored up some fundamentals,
they could have come away
with a very significant win.
But, the Knights committed 17
turnovers, which were turned
into 16 Wtldcat points.
"I am proud of our guys.
They ~ept battling and fighting," Speraw said. ''We gave
ourselves a little bit of a chance
coming down the stretch, but
we didn't execute and do the
things we needed to·do to win
against a very good team.
"It's a learning experience
for us. ... rm very disappointed
we didn't play better."
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Defense stops run game
FROM

AS

'While some ofthe Knights,
like Smith, said that they won't
think about the past at all, others may let it motivate them
somewhat.
"I think it's going to be kind
of a rematch from two years
ago," tackle Josh Sitton said "I
think that's going to bring a little bit of attitude from us
about a rematch.
''You think about it maybe
during the week, but once the
game comes around, the day
of the game, you don't think
about anything but what
you're going to do that day."

2Kfor24K
The first two words out of
Kevin Smith's mouth at the
post-game press conference:
long day. That's how he
summed up a game in which
he set a career-high with 46
carries.
The going was tough early
for Smith, as he couldn't find
more than three or four yards
per carry for most of the first
half. ·In the second half, the
UCF offensive line wore down
the UTEP defense, and Smith
earned runs of 10, 12, 15 and 38
yards.
Smith ended with 219 rushing yards on the day. He leads
the nation with 2,164 yards, but

more important, he became
the first rusher in Florida history to eclipse the 2,000-yard
mark in the season.
While Smith said he is
blessed to be able to pull off
· such a feat, he said that almost
any running back could get
2,000 yards if they had Smith's
supporting cast.
,.,.,.
"There is no line in the
country better than my offensive line, including my tight
end, including my receivers,"
Smith said. "It's proven. Forget
all the awar95. We're going to a
championship, which was our
goal from Day One. If I'm leading (the nation), I can't lead by
myself. They're in front, I'm
behind I'm just holding ball,
and they did a great job."

Final words
The Knights must have
thought that it was Halloween
weekend, not Thanksgiving;
because the Knights put quite a
scare into their fans Saturday.
That was no truer than
when cornerback Quentin
Demps stepped in frorit of
Israel's pass from the 3-yard
line, picked it off at the goal
line and took it all the way
back for a 100-yard touchdown return. That score put
the Miners ahead 17-16 with 10
minutes to play in the third
quarter.

But that's all water under
the bridge now. The Knights
have their ticket to the conference championship game and
will be hosting it for the second time in three seasons. .
But they won't be playing
in the Citrus BowL They will
be holding their most important game in one of Conference USA'.s best venues for .a
home-field advantage.
"The old stadium didn't
even have that song," Smith
said before singing the first
few notes of Zombie Nation,
"everybody jumping up and
down. We do that the best. ...
We're making it so when you
come to the Dungeon, it's
going to be hard to get a win in
the Dungeon. You better come
with your A game, because
we're coming with ours."
The last time the Knights
were forced to fight for all four
quarters in a game was against
UAB on Nov.10.
They responded from that
slightly lethargic outing one
week later by crushing SMU
· 49-20. lt'll be interesting to see
whether the Knights' slow
start against UTEP will push
them a little more when they
face the Golden Hurricane.
Whatever the matter, at
least UCF has a. home game
Saturday. Only one team in
Conference USA can say that.

,.

REGULAR SEASON IN REVIEW
SIX IN ROW
With the 36-20 win over UTEP on Saturday,the Knights have won six straight games for the second time in school history and
the first time since 1990, when the Knights were in then-Division I-AA.With a win in the Conference USA Championship next
week against Tulsa, the Knights would have the first seven-game win streak in school history.

L

POINTS GALORE
UCF has scored 455 points in 2007, the most it has scored since 1990.The Knights'37.9 points per game is the largest amount
they have ever scored.The next closest amount was the 37.3 points per contest they scored in 1992.
CONTINUED INTERCEPTION BRILLIANCE
The Knights have 20 interceptions for the fourth time in school history and the first time since 1992.The 310 yards that UCF has
returned those turnovers is the most ever for the school.

r
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Guyton rises above Miners
FROM

AS

Despite a scoreless first
quarter, the Knights jumped
to an early 16-0 lead on two
touchdown passes from quarterback Kyle Israel and a
Michael Torres field goal.
Torres finished the game
with three field goals - 47-,
28- and 34-yarders.
Israel finished the game 18of-26' for 261 yards and three
touchdown passes - all to
different receivers.
"I think Kyle made some
plays when he had to make
them today, made some good
throws," O'Leary said "It wasn't his best day, but I think it
was an efficient day, as far as
getting points on the board."
Wide receiver AJ. Guyton
finished with a team-leading
96 yards and one touchdown,
while Rocky Ross finished
behind him with 68 yards and
one score.
UTEP quickly answered
back, ho".Vever, with 10 points
to end the half only trailing by
six.
·~t halftime, Coach pulled
us up, he told us to either leave
the locker room after the

Guyton finished with
four catches for 96
yards and a touchdown to lead UCF on
L - - = " " ' - - - - - ' Saturday.
game with a sad feeling or a
good feeling," Guyton said.
"We took that to heart, we
went there, we came together,
we played, and got the blood
flowing ...."
But the Miners didn't stop
there. On the first drive of the
third quarter UTEP's Quintin
Demps picked off an Israel
pass in the end zone and
returned it 100 yards for a
touchdown and gave the
Miners their first lead of the
game.
The Miners, however,
would be held to just one
more score - a 42-yard field
goal to start the fourth quarter
to put the game within two at
22-20.
The Knights would take

LAW OFFICE OF CRAIG A. SONNER, P.A.
':Just because your name appears on a
police report does not mean you are·guilty."

•

FREE CONSULTATIONS ON:
Traffic Charges, DUI & ALL Criminal Charges
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS 407-260-6853

control from there and score
two more touchdowns with
Israel's third touchdown pass
and 2-yard run by Smith.
The UCF defense turned
the Miners into a one-dimensional team, holding them to
just 28 yards rushing.
The Miners and quarterback Trevor Vittatoe did their
damage in the air,
Vittatoe had, 292 yards in
the game with one touchdown, while receiver Jeff
!v,loturi led the Miners with 116
receiving yards.
"When you stop the run,
you make a team one-dimensional," defensive end Leger
Douzable said. ''.And that's
what we wanted to do. We
wanted to stop the run and
make them pass the ball."
And the Miners did pass
the ball. Seven different players caught passes for UTEP,
led by Moturi's 10 catches.
Fred Rouse had three grabs
for 88 yards and caught the
lone touchdown for the Miners.
The Knights defense finished the game with two interceptions, one each by Joe Burn e tt and Sha'reff Rashad both resulted in points for
UCF.
"It was game-changing
momentum,'' Burnett said of
his interception. "I give all the
credit to the front four and the
safeties."
The Knights will b e heading .to their second conference
championship in three ye ars,
and although this is a different
ye ar, it will be much like the
2005 game.
UCF will face the Tulsa
Golden Hurricane again, and
the Knights will look for a little
revenge after their disappointing 44-27 loss two years ago in
the conference title game.
The winner of Saturday's
game will get a chance to play
in the Liberty Bowl on Dec. 29.
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Privacy is setting
back health research

t>t.fORT ME!!!

T

o mostly anybody, privaresearch. One in nine epidemiolepidemiologist is having trouble
cy is highly valued. We
conducting the research they
ogists surveyed said they abanare willing to do many
doned certain research projects
need to conduct on a particular
things to ensure our own
disease is unsettling. These probecause privacy laws were too
privacy and that of our loved
fessionals are the ones who
complicated.
ones, but that high-valued tag
Her findings, titled "Influence could possibly save lives on a
may be setting health efforts
large scale. They should be
. of the HIPAA Privacy Rule on
behind.
granted all the access they need
Health Research," were pubT4e change in the Health
lished in the Journal ofthe Ameri- and want if it means saving lives.
Insurance Portability and
Besides privacy; society has
can Medical Association. The
Accountability Act has made
always valued health, and the
study had 13 epidemiology socipatient confidentiality even
concern for it is only growing
eties distribute a Web survey. In
stricter than before. Anyone who turn, 2,805 respondents accessed
more and more. You can't turn
on the television without seeing
the research survey Web site,
• has contact with a medical
record must be compliant with
some concern for health.
and 1,527 "eligible professionals"
HIPAA protocol.
With that in mind, we believe
answered those questions anonyAnyone who wants to conthat something needs to be done
mously.
duct research hits a massive
to enable researchers to access
The respondents were asked
roadblock when waivers and
the medical records they need to
questions about research delays,
extra costs have to be made,
conduct their research.
extra costs added by HIPAA,
impairing the speediness of their level of difficulty maintaining
We know some will argue
•·research.
· that privacy may be more imporwaivers and much more.
The whole point of this
What Ness found was that
tant and so what if they have to
implementation is to ensure that
fill out some extra forms and pay
more than 67 percent found
patients are safe. A patient has a
extra money to get their research
research more difficult because
right to privacy and must be pro- of the privacy rules. Fifty-two
done. To that, we'll say that those
tected from identity theft, but is
extra efforts are taking more and
percent found that they their
it worth a lack or slowing of
protocol was "most affected."
more time..Time to someone
research? We don't think so.
with a disease is not something
These privacy laws that are
Having these laws passed is a
meant to maintain our privacy,
easily sacrificed
Researchers should be grantand quite possibly our identity,
positive thing, but it is a doubleedged sword. As patients, it is
ed rights of passage for the medare slowing down cure research.
.. extremely comforting to know
These are epidemiologists,
ical records they feel are necesthat our files will be protected,
sary for their research.
those whose sole purpose is to
but to have medical research
study diseases, who are now havThere should be limitations
impaired by the privacy laws is
ing difficulty doing what they are to ensure that some of these
,..ridiculous. The faster cures are
researchers are not acquiring
meant to do.
found, the better.
HIPAA may very well be
certain records for their own priRoberta B. Ness, a professor at impairing the finding of cures. It
vate use.
Steps need to be taken to
the University of Pittsburgh, con- is slowing down research and
ducted research and found that
making some researchers give up make sure that the research they
those laws that were meant to
on particular studies.
are conducting eventually helps
help patients may be hurting
Hearing that some research
us all. Health is of utmost priority
professionals were giving up on
to anyone and to impair research
•them too.
that may help a person just for
According to Ness' report, the certain studies is worrisome.
Quite frankly; hearing that an
the sake of privacy isn't ethical.
privacy laws are slowing down

Don't text and

,.F

lorida lawmakers may be
making one of the smartest
laws in years.
Teen deaths in motor vehicle
crashes have declined since 1997,
but lawmakers are making a smart
move to further decline those sta-

tistics.

Florida may become the 18th
state in the nation to ban teenagers
from using their cell phones while
driving.

Though this is a great move, we
believe that even more action
should be taken to make our streets
1,1and highways even safer.
Teen drivers account for 10 percent ofthe nation's licensed drivers,
but they account for 12 percent of
fatal crashes, according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention's Web site. Thirty-six percent
,of deaths for 16 to 19 year olds are
caused by motor vehicle crashes.
The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety released a report
"'on June 15 that said the amount of
teens killed in crashes in 2005 was
the lowest since 1992. They also
state that the crash rate per mile
drive for those 16 to 19 ofage is four
times higher than the rate for drivers who are 20 years or older ,and this is an improvement.
'That improvement isn't enough,
and we shouldn't consider it
enough. Lawmakers are making the
right moves to ensure that our
streets are safe~ but they should
really consider extending this possible law to all Florida drivers.
California passed a law in September that is similar to the one
being proposed for Florida. The
)aw takes effect July L 'That same
day, all California drivers will be
required to use hands-free devices
while talking on cell phones. Firsttime violators will be fined $20, and
each additional offense is $50.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
explained, "The simple fact is that
lteenage drivers are more easily distracted. They are young, inexperienced and have a slor reaction
tiine.''

Cell phones have been found to
was as dangerous as driving at the
be dangerous in 125 studies as of
legal blood-alcohol limit. The study
August One stu<;ly conducted by
was published in the summer 2006
the University ofUtah fmds them
issue ofHuman Factors: The Journal
as dangerous as driving drunk.
ofthe Human Factors and ErgonomFlorida Senate Transportation
ics Society.
Chairman Carey Bake~ R-Eustis,
University ofUtah also found
and Rep. John Legg, R-Port Richey,
that motorists using a cell phone or
have introduced a law that would
even a hands-free headset drove
allow law enforcement to issue
slower and were 9 percent.slower
noncriminal traffic citations to driv- to brake. Those who had the legal
ers under the age ofl8 ifthey're
blood alcohol level drove slower
caught using laptops, hand-helds or but more aggressively. Th0$e drivcell phones. Even headsets will be
ers hit their breaks with 23 percent
illegal
more force.
r
The ticket would only be writ. The study did note that!s perten ifthe driver is pulled over for
cent of drivers in the U.S. talk on
another infraction Those found
their cell phone while 92 percent of
guilty will be given one point on
drivers are not on cell phones,
their license. For teens, six points
which is why there aren't more
gets their license restricted
accidents. The amount of drunk
I.egg told the Orlando Sentinel
drivers on the road at any time is
that he is the father oftwo
much lower than the amount of
teenagers and sees their friends text people on a cell phone, hence more
messaging at stop signs.
accidents involving phones.
The Allstate Foundation found
There was a study conducted by
that 13 percent of teens admit to
two graduate students at the Unitext messaging while driving.
versity of California-Berkeley. The
The use of text message while
two found that cell phone use had
driving by a person ofany age
no effect on weekday driving
should be deemed irresponsible
between the hours of9 p.m. and 9
and punishable with a ticket.
a.m. Those specific times were
In New York five teens were
used due to free minutes. They
killed when their van hit a tractorfound that the amount of crashes
trailei: It was later found that the
didn't rise; sometimes they
driver was sending text messages
remained steady or just decreased
through the phone record
We do find flaws in this study.
In any major accident, where
It's only accounting for accidents
during weekdays after 9 p.m. Most
text messaging was suspected,
police should be able to gain access people are at home after 9 p.m. and
to phone records and punish
the majority of people on their
accordingly.
phones are on business-related
calls.
It isn't fair to only target
teenagers for text messaging. No
Forty-one countries have
matter how responsible a driver is
banned cell phone use while drivand no matter how many years of
ing. and only 17 states in the US.
experience, text messaging is still
have made laws restricting use. Not
dangerous. Messaging requires
one city or state has banned them
more attention than just speaking
The city of Lawrence, Kan, is conto someone on the phone. Not only sidering banning cell phone use
should that law be extended to peo- , during driving.
.
ple of any age, but a law should
We do firmly believe that a ban
requiring hands-free headsets for
on only teenagers would be unnecall Florida drivers.
essary. No one should be text mesThe Univ~ity of Utah in 2006
sagingwhil~
and the act
fotµid that taffcing on a cell phone
should be p 1 ·
le with a ticket.
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NATE BEELER / THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER

Be grateful for the
spirit -o fthe season
of my American Girl dolls
This weekend, while back
that my parents had given me
in my hometown of Lithia,
that same Christmas. The
Fla., outside of Tampa, I read
entire unwrapping process
an interesting article in the St.
and my expression afterward
Petersburg Times.
were caught on tape, and I am
The article was a feature
more than embarrassed to ·
that opened with a story of a
watch it to this day.
charity organization's dealI can't stand the ungrateful
ings with one poor man. They
expression, the sheer disapgave him a gift card for a particular store, and the man
JENNIFER LARINO pointment that comes over
Staff Writer
my face after opening the
turned it down, despite his
present. Every time I see it, I
need, because he didn't like
feel like reaching through the screen
the store.
and slapping my younger self.
The article's headline was "Turning
Yes, I was still young then, but I feel
'Give Me' Into Gratitude," an interestlike I should have known what it was
ing idea to ponder. If some of the
to be grateful, even if I had received
nation's poor are turning down help
the same present twice. I'm glad I was
because it goes contrary to their taste,
that leaves me to wonder, how grateful thankful enough not to have thrown a
tantrum. That would have been a tape
are we for what we have?
to destroy.
_
People rushed stores on Black FriAs the holidays roll around, it's hard
day, still full from Thanksgiving, to
stockpile on gifts for the upcoming sea- to ignore the materialistic side of
everything. Gift giving is a part of the
son. Stories have hit the media, outlining what the i.must-haves" of this holiseason and has been for centuries.
It's something that can leave you
day season are.
We've heard it before: Christmas,
feeling really good, especially when
you find that perfect gift for someone
the entire holiday season, has become
incredibly materialistic. My dad
and you know it.
It can also bring out the ugly in anyreminds me every year from Thanksone. It may not be as obvious as my 10giving day to Christmas day. I think
that's the American way; materialism is year-old Christmas video, but a tinge of
ungratefulness can intrude the minds
something that we have grown accusof even the most grown-up big kids.
tomed to in our society.
Instead ofletting the "I-spent-soBeyond discussions of the root of
much more-than-they-did" or "Thisour materialistic society, though, is the
isn't-really-my-style" thoughts cross
question, "How appreciative are we of
our minds, maybe we should take a
what gifts we .receive during the holilook at the person giving the gift to us.
days and other times?"
After all, the person behind the gift
While reading the Times article, one
should be more important to us than
image from my youth came to mind. I
was about 10 years old, and my grandwhafs under the shiny paper wrapmother gave me the same outfit for one ping.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralfloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

READER VIEWS

High praise for the
Future from NORML

College and activism
go hand-in-hand .

In response to the article on the
NORML Legaliz.ation March, I have to say;
"Good for you!" I found your article to be
well done, though maybe a little short.
So often in newspapers, articles concerning pot-smokers exercising their
rights are used as a chance to debase the
organization, portraying their members as
a gathering of weak-minded ne'er-dowells. Instead, Ms. [Robyn] Sidersky- put a
very human face on the writing of her
article and included some informative
quotes.
Having been a member of
NORML@UCF and attended conferences
in Washington, D.C. and San Francisco, I
can say that this group is not just a group
of potheads out to have a good time.
NORML@UCF has lobbied in this
state and nationally for your right not to
be persecuted for using a harmless plant
and has made waves in this school by educating students on their rights and winning the spirit float homecoming competition a couple times.
So again, good for you Central Florida
Future for letting these reasonable, active,
thoughtful individuals get their say,
because they deserve it In addition,
thanks to yourselves and Mr. [Greg] Territo for putting that classic picture on the
front page. Cheney never looked better!

In regard to Mr. [Matthew] Taber's
letter of criticism toward the animal
activists we have on our campus, I
would like to point out that, if you didn't want to be "annoyed" by the views
and opinions of others, you shouldn't
have bothered to come to an institution of learning.
While watching Brother Micah one
day, the infamous campus preacher, I
overheard a fellow student say; '!Now
THIS is what I came to college for!" I
like to think that this sentiment is
shared by all students here at UCF,
that we are here not only to learn from
our professors, lectures and academic
journals, but also from the world and
people around us.
While some may regard freedom
from parental supervision and hangovers to be the entirety of a real "college experience," I consider the
demonstrations and expressions of my
university peers to be the true college
experience.
I do not claim to agree with any of
these protesters and, really, I find
many of them as silly as you do. But as
a psychology major, I would expect
you to understand as well as I do that
we have much to learn from each
other.

C. REIDER HOWE
NORML@UCF MEMBER

HEIDI RAE HOSMEI_
POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PSYCHOLOG'f
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMID{,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
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275
300

Rate
C
C
C

HelpWanted:General
Help Wanted: Part-Tune
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Business Opportunities
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Roommates
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B
B
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A
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A
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A
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Announcements
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A
B
B
B
B

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Egg-Donor. Willing to pay up to
$4,000 if selected and If medically
acceptable. Ages 21-28, N/S. Please
call if interested (321 )-303-1315

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
An awesome summer job! If you're
looking to spend this summer
outdoors, have fun while you work, and
make lifelong friends, then look no
further. Camp Mataponi, a residential
camp in Maine, has male/female
summertime openings for Arts,
Ceramics, Cooking, Gymnastics,
Maintenance, Office, Ropes Course,
Soccer, Tennis, Volleyball, Waterfront
(small crafts, life guarding, WSI),&
more. Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. Call us today toll free
at 1-888-684-2267 or apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.
Flyer distribution pressure washer
people needed. Must have
transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

CASH DURING FINALS WEEK - If
you have 6 + hours a day to
devote on Wed-Thur-Fri of finals
week you can earn extra cash at
CB&S Bookstore.Want to work
longer ? We can arrange that too.
Contact dfox@nebook.com for
details.

AMAZING SUMMER at premier PA
coed children's overnight camp.
Energetic, enthusiastic men and
women wanted for all activities and
counselor positions. Good Salary.
Great Experience. Internships
Available. Visit our web site, www.campnockamixon.com to schedule an
on campus interview.
Huey Magoo's Chicken Tenders
is now hiring managers, servers and
cashiers! Come be a part of our fun
and exciting team!
Apply in person. 407-977-0213
www.HueyMagoos.com
Need Part Time help for Personal
Assistant and Office Work near
UCF. 10 - 15 Hours per week. Please
call 203.526.7882.

Telephone Actresses
Work from your own home. Flexible
full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit. You must
have a corded telephone in a private
area of your l1ome. We employ
1400+ agents nationwide.
Great job for college students.
Check us out at phoneactress.com
1-800-325-6608
AVON Helpers: Students w/ Vehicle
Label & Deliver Catalogs & Products
Contact Jaime Daniels at 888-4-AVON411 or JDaniels38@GMail.com

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
The Army is currently offering sizable
bonuses of uo to $40,000. In addition
to the cash bonuses, you may qualify
for up to $73,836 for college through
the Montgomery GI Bill and Army
College Fund. Or you could pay back
up to $65,000 of qualifying student
loans through the Army's Loan
Repayment Program. To find out more,
call 407-281-1274
The High Tide Harry's restaurant now
hiring servers, bartenders and hosts!
Apply at 925 N. Semoran. lntrsct of
436/SR50 (407)-273-4422

Bento Cafe Downtown
New, trendy Pan-Asian Cafe Hiring
Sushi Chefs, Wok Chefs, Servers &
Kitchen Staff; flex hrs PIT or FIT;
reliable, friendly. 954-829-5544.

Executive search / recruiting firm in
need of energetic and aggressive
professionals. PT and FT openings
with commission 2x national average.
Tell us what you want to make and we
will get you there. Flex. hours, fun and
young Lake Mary office. E-mail resume
to William@CrawfordThomas.com

ADMINISTRATIVE
POSITION : Sanford firm seeks college
student for part-time administrative
position. Typing with Microsoft Word
required. Flexible work schedule. Fax
resume to 407-323-5423
or email Gcraddock@LanierCPAS .com

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
Seeking individual for 3/4 time
position, roughly 9a - 3p. Manage
web order fulfillment. Possible full
time. $300 wk +. Send resume to
dfox@nebook.com

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus! .
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
***www.dogdayafternoon.net*.. email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net
Upscale downtown Orlando gay bar is
looking for "'.".ale go-go dancers. Base
pay plus EXCELLENT TIPS! Must
have a defined/tor.a/muscular body.
Height/weight proportionate. "Boy Next
Door'' looks preferred! If you've
got the right look and can dance, we
have shifts available! Please include at
least one picture with your reply.
jobs@savoyorlando.com

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Finish your college degree while
sevring in the U.S. Army Reserve. Get
hands-on experience and an additional
paycheck every month. In the U.S.
Army Reserve, you will train near
home and serve when needed. Earn
up to $24,012 for college costs and
$4,500 in tuition assistance per year,
plus enlistment bonuses up to $20,000.
To find out more, call 407-281-1274.

MAJORS!
Spring Marketing Internship
Available( Flex hours (10-15/week).
Great experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working I
UCF credit avallable.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com.

Part-Time Help Wanted:
Manager Internship Available at Local
Martial Arts School (Central Florida
Martial Arts Academy, 1271 SR 436
Suite #101 in Casselberry, FL 32707).
Please call (407) 767-5500 and ask for
Kyle. Evening hours Mondays thru
Thursdays, with incentives.

~
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AVON Representative
Need Extra Money? Work from Home
FT/PT Earn 50% Commission 1st 2
Months Call Jaime Daniels at 888-4AVON-411 or JDaniels38@GMail.com
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

~ FOR RENT:
~Homes
3/2 2-cr grge home. $1175/mo . Mins to
UCF! Appl: wash/dry, dshwshr, frig,
mcrwave. Fnc bkyrd cnsv
area, skylghts. ljz1115@yahoo.com
321-274-6999

Beautiful Pool Home
4/3 Close to UCF. Bring your
friends and rent per
bedroom $500.00-$700.00 per
month + utilities. PooVLawn
service Included. Will consider
short term lease or lease option.
You will like living in this home!
(904) 471-8865

Jacksonville
904-807-9441

-

20 Min from UCF! Prvt Room
for Rent. 1 Female (preferably Grad
student) to rent. furnish/unfurnish in
single-female-home. W/d usage
includ., private parking, gate~
commu nity. $500/mo + Util. Avail.
immediately ! (407)402-5405 or
CE1ias988@hotmail.com
Close to Rosen School for Hospitality •
Management.3/2 Great room fN/
vaulted ceilings,1312 S .F, new kitchen
tiled floors, tiled roof, corne r lot, lawn
service included. $1250/month.C!:all:
407.234.0468
:
Townhome. Cambridge Circle, Olose
to UCF & S.R50. 2 beds. 1.5 bt'hs,
Fenced small Patio. Rent $850/mth.Call reeta 321 363 6345 .
4/2.5/2 Private home in '
Waterford/UCF area. $1550/mo +
sec. deposit. All appliances
included, separate family room
and laundry room. TIie & carpet.
Celling fans In all bedrooms/family
room. Lawn maintenance lnclud.
For more info call (407) 568-7608.

CYPRESS LAKES 4/3 , 2 level, I.Qft,3 41
car garge, w/d , basic cable incl.
2600+sq.ft, min. from UCF. Avail.
$1750/mo 12/1/07 call 321-276-q839
4Bed/2Ba/2Gar - 1830 sq.ft. All
appliances, cable, a'larm sys, lawn -ri
care lnclud. W/D optional. $1300/mo.
15 min from UCF! (407) 595-8121

2 level, 3BR/2.5 Bath, Grnlte ~ter
Tops, Stainless Steel Applian(:es,
2500+ Sq Ft, Hardwood/Tile
Throughout, 3 Car Garage, Fenced
Back Yard, Pets Welcome •
Stoneybrook Gated Golf ,
Community, Minutes from UCF,
Call (407) 658-7858 for details.
$1350/mo, Available Jan 1st

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home . Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803

www.workforstudents.com

ADVERTISING REP

~~

Townhome 4 RENT 3/Bd

family of posslonote t•$kruroteurs

is now hiring energetic team
members at our Downtown Disney*
restaurants ...
Fulton's Crab House,
Wolfgang Puck Cafe &
Portobello Yacht Club!

••

HOSTS
SERVERS
SERVER ASSISTANTS
BARTENDERS
LINE COOK
PREP COOK
DISHWASHERS
and many more...

WHY YOUR BEST
SELF-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
MIGHT INVOLVE SOME TEAMWORK•

Please apply In person

Monday • frldoy
ftom ,am-111>m ond 2J)m-4pm

tQe.w~iwv

•

As a Financial Representative of the Northwestern Mutual Financial Network,
you'll be in business for yourself, but not by yourself. You'll work with a necwork
of specialists to help clients achieve their financial goals. You'll help clients build
and preserve wealrh. And you'll become a uusted financial confidant-known
for your expert guidance and innovative solutions. We offer a proven training
program and unlimited income potential. Call Alanna Buono today to arrange a
no-obligation meeting.

POSITIONS AVALIABLE
PROFESSIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE

To measure your self-emplnyment potennni visit
www.nmfiu:om/meieragency and Take the First Step!

TELEPHONE CLAIMS REPRESENTATIVE
INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT PATH
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
Alanna F. Buono

Ditecror of Recruiting

The Meier Agency
2682 West Fairbanks Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32789
(407) 754-0507
alanna.buono@~fn.com
£0£

~

• 1

w/loft 2.5/Ba 1/Car 2000SF. Avaif, .. :.,
Dec. 20th Rent-$1450/mo + Dep.
$1425 Most Pets 407-616-8859

Tallahassee
850-385-4920

I

Strong work ethics and excellent communication skills.
Fun and fast paced environment.15- 25 hrs perweek.
Hourly base plus commission. Fax resume to
407-447-4556 or e-mail MarkL@knightnewspapers.com

$}8
$}2

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

3/2.5 Home, 2 miles from UCF.
Large, fenced backyard, w/d
included. $1200/mo. Small deposit.
(407) 923-3400

INOW HIRING I

Rate(

~ FOR RENT:
~Homes

~ Part-Time

WANTED! African-American

$5

RateB
$}2
$8

• Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

r;'f-1 HELP WANTED:

100

ss

Northwestern Mutual
FINANCIAL NETWORK•

the quiet company-

fm
. Beautiful 2/2 Duplex 2 mi from UCF
950 sq.ft., appl. and lawn maint. incl.
N/S $950/mo + sec. dep
407-359-5001
3/2 neat, clean, new paint, nice yard
$995 per mo. + dep. Non-smokers
no pets, 14819 & 14837 Sussex Dr.
S. of UCF 421-7344

•

Looking for F reliable and respectful
roommates. 3 Rooms for rent in large
5/3 house in Tanner Crossing
overlooking lake. Must be clean, and
considerate. Avail. Dec Rent incl. util,
yardwork, H.S . Internet. Call info
913-908-8185 or rentucf@yahoo.com
212 Condos for rent-must see!!
FREE WATER AND CABLE
remodeled w/ w/d , gated comm.
from $895-$1 000/mo
CALL FOR MOVE IN SPECIALS!
321-689-3612 Victoria Equities Realty

.
~

Newly Renovated 2/2

FOR RENT, Cute 1/1
CONDO downtown ORLANDO
$750/mos, no contract, (407) 8322590. Available NOW!

. 2/1 $595/mo, water inlcuded
212 $725/mo W/D included

NO CREDIT CHECKS, section
'!i accepted. Call 407-781-3407 or 3402
LIMITED TIME OFFER!
~

Luxury Condo For Rent - 3Br/2Ba
Granite Counter Tops Kitchen and
" Baths, Hardwood Floors, new carpet,
new appliances, rent includes
swimming pool, internet, cable, fitness
, center. 5 minutes from UCF. $1 ,300
·
per month (407)-451-5137

1ST MONTH FREE
'Beautiful 2/1 .5 townhome. Completely
r enovated, exc. location, only $875/mo
;,,Avail. ASAP. Call (407)-339-1108 x106
• 2BED/2BATH Lake View, 2nd Floor.
lNID, Cable & Water Included.
$875/mo.
Call (321)-297-6756!!!

$350/mo+1/2 utils in 2/2.0wn bdrm &
bthrm.Walk dist UCF.Studious rmmate
needed.Male or female.Send ph no
::Cyrus000077@yahoo.com

2/2.5 Luxury Townhome in
gated comm, marble floors, HD TV
DVR, W/0, furnished, private patio,
15' X 14' room, alarm system, $600 ,
near UCF. Call 305 924-7813
Available Jan 1 2008.
,

in a 4bdrm house w/pool
in exchange
for childcare.
Perfect hours for college
student
Call
Debbie (4,07) 719-0721

Looking for F roommates to share 4/2
house located close to UCF. $400 +
split utilities. Includes walk in closet,
W/D, cable, wireless intrnt, room partly
furnished . Avail Dec. or Jan. Call Naty
407-683-7413 or naty.busy@gmail.
com
M/F $332/month, 1/3 utilities and $267
deposit. Walking distance from
UCF. No pets or smoking. Available
12-01-07. Call 407-506-6091 .
3Bed avail in house. 5 min from UCF!
Kitchen and living room furnished
Bedroom size: 13x10. h/s internet,
W/0, cable incld. $500/mo
Call 407 -435-4892 or 407-435-4904

ROOMMATE NEEDED in beautiful
3/2 house off of Rouse & 50. $500 a
mo. includes utilities. Room leads to
fenced backyard. F prefferred. Must
be pet friendly and clean. Room
available ASAP! Please call Luisa at:
(954) 864-6271
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED Quiet
Lifestyle, nice area. Fully furn 3/2
newer home, WIFI, $550/mo all util incl.
Travis 954-649-8592
Jesse 954-649-9194

•

L

Free Room near UCF

Seeking two n/s roommates (m/f) in a
gated community close to the UCF
campus. One room available
immediately and the other on 12/15.
Spacious 3/2.5 townhome in Avalon
Lakes. $600/month everything
included. Call Mike @ (954) 234-3953

close to UCF in Club at Orlando.
Cable, water incld. $950/mo.
Background check required.
Call Heather 407-913-4169

•

Oviedo - UCF! N/S Female
Roommate needed for Lake Front
Home. $450/mo, includes all
utilities! Available Now!
(407) 595-7050

$565. Sublet male 2/2 student apt.
Pegasus Pointe, Alafaya. Includes
utilities, internet,
cable, washer/dryer/dishwasher.
Gym/Pool. Mid-Dec - Jul OB. Call
Jeremy 607-229-4384.
1BED/1 BATH IN 2/2 @ THE LOFTS
MOVE IN ASAP!!!
Term of sublease: until July 31, 2008
Monthly sublease $619
THE ONLY FEE-YOU PAY IS $35, l'LL
PAY THE $200!1!
INCLUDES covered parking space
· c lose to the apartment!!
*All amenities included in rent
Call me at (561) - 213 - 5822
2 roommates needed for 4/4 unit
starting in January. Utilities included.
Fully furnished. Pool, gym, shuttle,
w/d. $570/mo each. Move in with a
friend! 407-267-7212 or 407-721-9451.
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

Female Roomate needed to rent
Master Bathroom/Bed with other
responsible UCF student and recent
grads. Rent Is $485 per month and
1/4 utilities. House Is brand new
and located In a new subdlvlson off
Curry Ford and Alafaya. Call Ashley
at 941-586-4252, dont pass on this
great home! Available January 1st
or couple weeks prior.
4/2 Apt in University House - Alafaya!
$500/mo includes util, cable w/ 3
HBO's, internet, pool! Apt RIGHT next
to shuttle stop! (954) 829-8423

300

7

FORGET THE DORMSINVEST IN A CONDO
FOR YOUR COLLEGE STUDENT
2/1 CONDO ON LAKE FOR SALE or
rent to own. $135,000. Owner fin.
avail. New kit. & bath, all appl. incl.
W/0 1-story w/ patio on ski
lake/dock/gazebo boat storage.
Behaved pet OK. SAFE, charming
Casselberry, 20 min. to UCF. (407)294-4487 or (813) 361-8642

Room in 2/2 at Lofts $619/mo, w/d
fully furnished, covered parking,
all utilities included. Lakefront view.
Minutes from UCF. Available mid-Dec.
(561 )312-2112
F roommate needed in December ln
priv. 1/1 in a 3/3 at Northgate Lakes.
Free shuttle, pool, and gym. $560/mo
all util and furn incl. Call 954-401-2629

300

5 minutes to UCF

Avalon Park - 1 bed + private bath
available in 3/2.5 townhome. N/S
student preferred. $550 includes
utilities. 386-214-3899

Roommate to share beautiful 2/2
condo available nowl Furnished
wood floors.cath. cellings,screened
balcony,new appliances- 1/2 mile
from UCF. pool,gym,tennis ct
utilitles,cable Included. $650
Call Josh @ 813-763-2056
or Email @ Jclemmons@lnbox.com

5 2/2 Condos avail. on all floors.
Appl,W/0, water & cable incl. Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay. assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $139,900
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874
Homeless? Stay Herel UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

1 N/S roommate needed for 3/2 in
Alafaya Woods house. Fenced
backyard $400/mo plus utilities.
Call Neal 321-431 -1708

Roommate to Share a 2/2.5 Townhouse,
1/4 mi. from UCF & Research Park
W/D, Water, Elec. & Cable included,
$550/Month Call 407-310-6583

Stunning 3/2 fully updated newer home
close to UCF! Ready to move in! 6
Months -- No payment! $200,000.
RE/MAX 200 CALL (321 )-303-8899

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

9
2
8

6

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

7
8
9 8

6

2
3 7 4

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

9
6

5 1

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

350

CROSSWORD

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $100, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230,
delivery available. 407-331-1941
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
. BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1350. Set-up available. 407-831-1322

[Iiii] SERVICES
Drum Lessons
9 years experience
Avalon Park
Call for more info: (727)-515-9365

Healthy UCF Initiative
Focusing on the :

8 UN Millennium
Development Goals
How we can make them a reality.
Great opportunity for
professors and their students!
Tues Nov. 27th & Thurs. Nov. 29th
10:00 a.m . - 2 p.m. SU Patio
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

3 BR/2 BN 2 CAR, 2.5 Miles from
UCF, 15 Min from Downtown
Orlando, Incl. Water Treatment
System, Like New 1997 Home,
Motivated Seller $215k, Contact
Earlene 407.721.2496

© Puzzles by Pappocom
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1/1 In beautiful Lofts! Brand new!
furnish, w/d, pooVhot-tub, billiards,
gym, security, Perteet Location for
UCF. Avail. Now! (954) 655-8121

Need a place for Spring?
3 rooms avail in large 5/3
$505/mo everything included
913-908-8185 or rentucf@yahoo.com
N/S F Wanted Near UCF (Waterford
Lakes Conservation Area) in nice quiet
clean house $450/mo. utility & w/d incl.
Call 407-277-4112 or 407-249-2059

SUBLEASE

$450/mo in a 4/2 male apt. in Pegasus
Point. Includes water, electricity,
furniture/appliances, internet, cable(HBO). Right next to pool, gym, mail,
guest parking, ping pong/pool hall.
Need·to move back home, looking to
rent out for spring sem. Dec 7th. Call
(954) 655-9043.

1 Roommate needed for Spring. Nice
3/2 house: 3 miles from UCF, fully
furnish, $500/mo includes all utilities.
(407) 462-8000 PattonLB7@aol.com

Room Available ASAP!!! Dean Rd.Female.n/s.no pets.$475/month
(includes utilities) 609-330-3673

Condo 4 Rent - renovated 1/1
w/fplc/pool/gym/gated $750/mo
+utilities, near Redbug Lk Rd in
Casselberry. Call 321-689-5666.

-

'

UCF AREA! 2 M Looking for 1 M/F in a
Fully Furnished 3bdrm 2bth Home. A
Must See and Pies Are Available
Through Email. $500/month includes
Water, Electric, Internet, Cable TV,
Pest Control, & Lawn Care. For More
Info:. (407)409-6206

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

• #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7 night
trips to BahamaPartyCruise,
PanamaCity, Acapulco, Cancun and
more. Low prices guaranteed. Group
discounts for 8+. Book 20 people, get 3
free trips! Campus reps needed.
www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1445.

Spring Break Vacations
Book Online Now and Save!!!
www.TheVlpTravelStore.com
For Groups call Erica 813-477-8208
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stayl Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

ACROSS
1 Parks or Convy
5 Numbered
musical piece
9 Disenchanted
fan
14 Nose alert
1 5 Time gone by
16 Bald raptor
1 7 Missile storage
18 Branching
diagram
19 Book of maps
20 Medley meals
22 Therapy
24 Ground grain
26 Binge
27 Burn
flamelessly
30 Missing-persons
investigator
34 Lend a hand to
35 Writer Loos
38 Folk tales
39 Caps ending?
40 Writer's blocks
43 Fellow
44 John of the
PGA
46 Scurry
47 Hrs. in Seattle
48 Bug
51 Pasta
53 Slack
56 Shredded
57 Wooden siding
61 Pocket breads
6.4 Solitary one
65 Promote oneself
67 Parking penalty
68 UHF word
69 Brain
subdivision
70 Speech subtlety
71 Consecrate
72 If all _ fails ...
73 Piece of cake
DOWN
1 Top banana
2 Cut and splice
3 People to
emulate
4 Garden scoop
5 Select
6 Element
7 Employers
8 Brew, as tea
9 Shoot worker

© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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1O Breakfast
choice
11 Eyeball
impolitely
12 Zest
13 Remainder
21 Begin's peace
partner
23 Carney or
Garfunkel
25 Al Capp's
hyena
27 Medina
resident
28 Italian fashion
center
29 Barbecue
specialty
31 Finish
32 Answering
machine button
33 Landlord's
revenues
36 RN 's niceness
37 Semi-eternity?
41 Whistle blast
42 Lower oneself
45 Sharp barkers
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Last issue solved
49 Charmer's
snakes
50 Also
52 Snow banks
54 Weasellike
mammal
55 Actor Flynn

57
58
59
60
62
63
66

Driver or wedge
Droop lazily
Add to the pot
Light touches
_MayWong
Ooze
Turn right!

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

. ·,lt:
Place and ~iew at\s online an~1\me
'\VWW,KnightNewspapers.corofc\assifieds
R

Join us for a WHO·dffic holiday experience at Universal Orlando•

Full-Time, Part-Time,

e

Seasonal Positions Now Available

FOOD SERVICES • MERCHANDISE • ATTRACTIONS
CULINARY • CUSTODIAL • SECURITY • AND MANY. MORE!

,
Dreams. That's what you'll find at the Walt Dimey World' Resort. You'll also find
amazing roles throughout our Theme Parks and Resort Hotels for people who know
how to do a little dreaming of their own.

Cook• Entertainment Performer• Luggage Representative
Disney's PhotoPass® Photographer • Quick Service Restaurant Host
Casr Members receive Theme Park admission and discounts ar select dining, merchandise,
and recreation locations. Full-time Cast Members may be eligible for medical, dental,
and vision coverage, plus paid vacation and sick leave.

Visit the Casting Center
or call the mtlt Disney Worl.d'" Jobline at

407.828.1000
For more information, visit

www.WaltDisneyWorld.jobs

Place Classifieds

ONLINE
in the·
(eutraf1Jorlba1utme

«uALrYSNefWorld.

for as low as $5 an issue!

,,.{£.,¥,ere dnwms cmne true
Benefits m bj ro change: a< any rime.
EO E • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • © Disney

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds__,.
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

November 26, 2007 • (enmtl :Jlon'ba '1ttun

•

fArt beauty. fArt fashion. _U>'"fletet, unexpected.

the holiday
glamour to go gift
in a keepsake case

I'->

Dine gleaming
gioaaas wxapped up
andreadytogo

~~

~

'Ir_ )

,.i)

nine necessities .

for eyes in a perfect
pink pouch

,.

1r1eet 111c1rlz.coI11/l1cf

mark.at UCF

<'!o/

-·

meet mark at the UCF holiday beauty bash

where:
when:

,j

UCF Bookstore
11/28 • 4p.m.-6p.m.
11/29, 11/30, 12/1, 12/3 • 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
• shop holiday must-haves
• try great makeup
• get expert advice
• grab free stuff!
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